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--T ru$tees-- delay 
til-itiOn. _-hike· 
MB .- •. -. _ .<101ns 
By Mark Eng,trom -- ratified the Presidential Search Committee. 
The uncertain _state of the Provost Frank Da·r-row, 
chairman of the Budget· Planning 
national and local economy was 
cited by the Ithaca _ College Committee, said that the Board 
·Board·ofTrusteesas-theirreason was following the lead of 
. for deiaYini _any decision on institutions of comparable size 
hou-5ing 
hierarchY 
By Andy Gilbert 
The· Housing Office 
'announced this week that they 
have found someone to" ·fill the 
position vacated by Dave Lord 
·when he moved to the Housing Director M.B. Jones Resuming her new office. 
hikes in-the CQllege's :tuition and and financial standing with IC in 
fees until later in, the:·academtc deferring any decision on tuition 
year.: The -Boar-<l met on campus increases. 'He noted that by 
last· week, f O II owing an -putting. off the de'cisfon for 
Executive __ Conimittee meeting at several months,._ College officials 
2 Fountain Place, the :Pr~dent's would have•- more time to 
official residence. · · . · ,, evaluate financial pressures. The 
Additional business dealt' with · average tuition and fee increase 
at the Board meeting included over the ~ast eight years has 
ttie author-~zation ·.of neariy. been 6.~ per ce.~t. 
Purchasing Dept. The new had been on the Housing staff , 
Coordinator of Housing 1hi"ee students, picked M.B: for for two years she "knew the 
M B h the job although she did not 
Operations is ary et officially apply for it. After operation pretty well" and 
$600,000 for the renovation :of Renovation Plans ("M.B. ") Jones. M.B. was . · · offered her the J·ob. 
-- c di f receiving over S1Xty applications, formerly Area oor nator o Whereas before, Ms. Jones Friends Hall, and Oarke Hall, , 
and _,the construction of a Plans for the renovation of 
building to house the offices.of Friends Hall are expected to be 
Physical Plant and Safety and completed by next September. 
Security. The· Board also .I~clude.4 in ,the list of 
approved of changes_. in ~ · improvemen~ are the painting 
the committee interviewed the 
·the quads, and this year her had primarily dealt w1·th h b three best prospects. According 
resp~m;ibilities ad een to Director of Residential Life housing on a person-ta:person 
extended to include the garden level (training and selecting the 
, Don Runyon, none of these 
apartments and Valentine. housing. staff and working 
d f people stood out. The A committee ma e up o committee felt that since M.B. continuously with /them), her 
campu_s _.Judi~~l_ .. :Fo¥,, .. ~d.. ~ ,_ (toritl~onJIOV3J · Housing members as well as duties will now center around 
-- _ • .-:.':,_:,s._:.;,·. ,-c:;-.,•,-'- ~"\:~-:··-::~-- . :·: •• ,··. -· . - .... . . ...:t . the more mechanical aspects of ,., .. r.t~-----. approvea··-,,baageta --·11:ousitt~::-·The""'"t:'oordi!'ator ~f 
~a~-a-.::sa Housing Operations rs 
VVAWIWSO 
By Leah Fac)tos 
Some would have called it an 
endurance test for-sitting in. the 
Union Cafeteria chairs, but 
rather it was Tuesday's Student 
Congress. meeting. The three 
• hour meeting included several 
committee reports and the . 
recognition ·of several clubs and 
organizations by Congress. 
_ There was a great deal of 
debate concerning a motion that 
Congress approve the payment 
' of a token dollar to the College 
. as rent for the room now used 
by the Record Co-op. Many 
Cengress.. reps expressed the 
opinion that since it's a student 
service the -College shouldn't 
charge tp.e Co-op any rent. The -
motion to pay the dollar was responsible for dorm openings 
approved unanimously. and closings, . dealing with . 
. Constitutional Change Ph Y s i ca I · PI ant, dorm 
- b gh maintenance, and handling the 
Russ Lyons rou t up a budget. 
constitutional change that he 
and a group of others would like 
to see implemented. It calls for 
Old Position Too 
the addition -of five reps from At the present time M.B. is 
the School of Humanities and still holding her old position of 
Sciences (No more than one per Area Coordinator as well as her 
deJ?.artment) and. one from each new one. The Housing Office 
other school.. This would make hopes to begin interviewing 
no more than JO additional candidates to fill M.B.'s position 
members, representing academic soon. They definitely plan to 
interests. It also calls for the have student representatives 
election of l O rep~ or alternates involved in the selection ·.process 
from the club or organization - be~a_use ~hoever takes the 
representatives (to be known as .posrtlon ~Ill have a lot of 
the Organizational Caucus). The contact with the·;;tudents and 
newly formed caucus-- would should be able to relate well to 
(continued on page 2) (c'Ontinued on page 15) -
, · Viet v(jt group ha~ impact 
service. or other punitive government and the. military., 
'By Cindy Schwartz measures, and' no case-by~ase who waged war .iJlegally· 
. -- · · judgments as suggested by Ford accor9ing to our c_onstitution as 
President Ford's decision las!., - and other government leade~. well as by the "international rules· 
month to give a ·limited and Thi organization is- not' a hard of war ... "that they can rally· 
condltional amnesty · -to ~·draft , and fast, easily qef'med group. , enough support to fore~ the· 
resisters and military._. deserters i' h e · 0 n: l j, me m b,e.r sh i p government to d~al with re·ality. . 
wlis- certainly°. prompted to : requirement is to.re.ad, support, ·(quote--taken from a leaflet put. 
~temal P~~Ji imp!)S~d·_upon an~ be_.\!illing to work t2wards out by the VVAW/WSO and The 
·him·by v~ou~ Bl'._Oups witl_lin t~e ·the ·acco.mpliShmenJ or : the New Ameri~an Movement). 
_COU!l ~ry, even ,:th«;>Ugh .: ~ . objectives of the ~~tion, ·There·~ proof that ~ality is · 
. pos1_t10!!_ -·was- a ~a~., of · .. ·. Medi~· Tmally_.being dealth with.in·the'" 
sidesteppmg the explOS1Ve.1SS~ Th·. -.P~ppalal .• :.,. d f government, -though· a _bit- at a ' 
at ban,. . -- -- -. e - pnnct -m!R,Uo o . . . . - . \, "": · -. . . · ---:: - ex~,, :their·· olijectives is . ~me. _Late last spnng, ·N1x,9n was~ 
One of these groups, .. the t-.~ . -,.... -th. .1:.;ti'boti f speaking- of tbe ~esty wue as -
Vietnm .Veterans Against the:. u.aO\lao• · . e -- .. ~ · 0 ~ · ~ . ·a.minor. one; ~volvlflg-_o~ a;-
W a ~ / W i il t er·:._ ~.o,lcl"i.c t, . . ·_le~fi~_ts •. ~d..~ ~ 0 ... '.their .:few .. Qa(Hls'and:·:·4raf~ ,..c1d.c1ger&.!, 
OrpniiMion (VV AWfW,SO)·bild'. .•~P~·':!ances -on :·:·~~o - ,and- ::for4's latest-mtemcnts~ab:of,;'.;< 
a defiaiie:impac:t·oi:i_-\llashilipm ,. te-lc;! 1~-0 ~. s~ows .. TJ~e. ·.tJudssuc;mvcilvifla·~· upwuctf:ott. 
ed. ·.Juislened. ·ford's· :'de~n -.orp~tio,n ~-~-.ob~~ 'lll ·.'S.();0.00.: men: 1h~·figmes •l 
·made,:·i•~::$¢ptember.:"'The ·~~g.tbefr,~ of:• b~et .·:~~ratelY:. ~orted,, yet. ~f 
: V.Y-AW/W$'Q· is:->' a : :mdi'oiiu -~~,for.,~~. ~~- · ~~~ -~ ~ .JQlity ·-is 11~,ny._ .~a-~(~ 
:~o~tbat~);,een~e· '..n,assive~·-~u~~.:.pro~m.·"TJie:a~aJ..,e.itiiiaatedfrgures··io,~ 
, f~ -~.~-:~,f~:-m,·ao. -~•:;be~~t"'.~.::~~B·. date,· ·a;rt: -~;that _--the·re: -~/ 
~;.. :fou~ed ... --;sti:. 19~7-- by_, :the .. ;~J-~~:.,of_.., ~~ .. appr.ox1m&1ely. ···6(),000 · .to-. 
-aa}.~~~-v,e~~IJtlj,;t~I: _. U8U1s m~in ~be~~- : l00,-®0-ilii~ar-exiles, Mlli·- :. 1.;;;a-t=:fif~~~ ;;~!~~-1~·~'.·: • ._, ' ' ·• , ·•ri)fl,no~~ · 
-; i ·~· ·. :-,--,~--, ·cdmi .-"--2-'liilnt:, ,. ~DIil ·· 0$. · · ;~-•• .. ..,..,I',· · · .. -- - ... .. ~ . · , : · . · 
·.'.t~.:,_;,;·,?---~_-'::·.·_.-.-.·,::t~:-(:}--.::':r'·<·._· ,-- .. · .· .. ·:~~~;:.;, ,-~:';.:_ .. ·~-" , ... ~-- .. ·~ .· .; c, .... _;·_:·, _-- •. ·.::: .• ·--_, . . ·.: .• : -. .. • . . 
• i~·-f>1!., ..... ---.:i.,.·(t:f ·.-~:.;- 1,~,.~ .. .-; J1i.1,i;11 r ~d't," 
\ 
. . 
J . .- around:-~• n.-lon 
. , r . -- .. 
NIXON IMPLICATED 
Washington · The f~med White House Tapes were played for the- first 
time in public this week as the Watergate Coverup trial got_ 
underway. The testimony of the major defendents all had at least · 
one feature in common, they implicated former President Richard 
Nixon as a key figure in the coverup. Noting the p~ibihcy of 
Nixon's involvement, assistant Special Prosecutor Richard 
Ben-Veniste asserted in his opening remarks to t.he jury that the 
coverup conspiracy involved not only the five defentlents; but "even 
the President himself," ' 
RUTH APPOINTED 
Washington · Attorney· General William Sax be has appointed Henry 
Ruth to succeed Leon Jaworski as 'the special Watergate Prosecutor. 
Jawotski· resigned from the post_ shortly after the jury was selected 
for the Watergate Coverup triaL · · 
CAMPAIGN FOR CONFIDENCE 
Washington · President Gerald Ford carried his campaign fdr 
confidence to Congress last week as, he_ testified before a 
~ubcommittee, defending his pardon to former President Richard 
Nixon. The essence of Ford's message was that there had been "no 
deal, period, under no circumstances" between himself and Nixon. 
He said that America should redirect its energies from the "pursuit 
of a fallen President" to more~ important and immediate problems 
facing the nation. 
FORD ON SPECIAL. 
Washington . Efforts are currently underway by President Ford's 
staff to create enough tinie in his schedule so that he can make an 
appearance on a'n upcoming Dean Martin Televisfon special. If Ford 
can'L make it. Secretary of State Henry Kissinger will be on hand to 
help celehrate Bob Hope's '.!.5th anniversary on the air waves. 
around the campus 
COMMUNITY SERVICI;: PROGRAM 
If you have spare time and' would like to do volu~teer ~ork or if 
you arc considering a particular career area you· would .l~ke to ~ry 
out contact the Community Service Program. We can provide a w.1de 
vari,ety of field experiences for interes~ed_students. Call Joan Handel, 
x33 I 6, in room I 17 Muller, Monday and Wedi:iesday 10-l, Tuesday 
9:30-12:30. 
POLITICS'FILM 
The film Battle of Algiers directed by Gilo Pontecorvo will _be 
presented as par·t of the Politic:; Film Festival on Tuesday at 8 :00 
P.M. in Tl 03. A 50 cent donation is payable at the door. , 
l.C. SPECIAL PROGRAMS 
An informational mecling to explain some of the special progrn.ms 
.md special learning opportunities at Ithaca ('ollege will be held on 
- Thursday. Oi:tohcr Jlst at 4:00 P.M. in Friends 208. Following a 
general discussion of the various programs. small groups will form 
where students will have the opportunity to meet and discuss with 
representatives of lhe programs and to ask more specific questions · 
ahout the programs. The representatives are: Professor Lou 
DeLanney for the CLIP (Clinical Laboratory. Internship Progra"m): 
Professor Gail Mac('oll for Policy Studies; Professor Margaret' 
Feldman and Ms. Joan Handel for the Social Work program; 
Professor Zillah Eisenstein for Feminist Studies: and Ms. Claire 
Allen for Foreign Studies. The meeting,is sponsored hy the Offic~ of 
tbe Dean of lluman1ties and Sciences and the Center for Individual 
and lnterdisi:iplinary Studies. Refreshments will he served and the 
meeting is open to all interested_persons. 
.- SUMMER INTERNS 
Any student. Politics major or non-major, inter~ted in 
participating in the Washinton Intern Program during the summer o_f 
I ()7 s should submit his/her name. local address and phone- number 
to Robert Kurlander, Department of Politics, Muller 305 by Monday 
Nov .• 11. This will enable the department to determine the level of 
interest in the I ~)75 program and in no way formally. commits the 
student to participation. A ·meeting for those interested will b-e 
announced at a later da,te in lntraCollege. 
PARTY WITH TERRACE COUNCIL 
Don't., make pl<1ns for Halloween-yet. Terrace C'oU!_lcil and _the 
Terrace R.A.'s are thrci'wing a huge costume Halloween party Friday, 
Nov. '1st, at 9:00. There'lloe a band, dancing, apple dunking, beer 
and cider! Admission is $ 1.00 uncostumed, and . 7 5 if you come 
dressed like your favorite monster. Drafts are $.25 each, five. for 
$1.00. There'll be; cider to quench.your non-alcoholic. thirsts as you 
dance to the sou-nds of' the Max. There~ll also -be free munchies so 
don't forget: 9:00 P.M. in the Terrace cafeteria~ Nov. 1st. See you 
there! · · 
JOB OPENINGS 
f ,I'. • 
Applications are now being accepted ~~ ·the P~rsonnel ~~fice !or 
tilt following positions: Secre,tary. P.hystc~l runt;0 .Ad~rustratiVO 
Assistant, Biology; Level f.V: Jr. Ca~o~ Assistant~ Librarj;Gnde 
10.-· To -apply for the ·above· poiition.s,.. or to· aim ·additio.nal 
information,·· please·. contact · .. the Personnel Office, Job:· HalJ,."'Eit;' · 
. 3245.-· _;:,_;-_ ... : .... ~:.-'·~:· ··; .... ·_.:.:.:...:·;._ ;~),; __ ,· · .: .... ,,:\r.; .. ;: . .:_::.;::,·;·~.~:;;~~ .. :..r 1_··:J~ .... 
-.. :,.,.!...J'.J,J\>!·;:,_1 ·,.Jl ,r;_J:,i, 1,·tiu~1..:·G: !iJ½lll .=..~J~uua1c:.J '(1tJt.l'.fh/'\ Z"l~fi51~>~. 
a,·--,, \i..t · ;· ·-,:: -:·1·---=~~··: __ ... , ...-. 
·~~llilJg:;·,9, ',:, .·~· ;,.,-·.·•:--'~.i:~r -
, · ..... _,-- .;are-._yet<fo:·be ltv•d 
By DaTid Gr-oblban . motion_ . picture industry ,·"has c~, or a per progra~ charle, 
• - · , - not J>egu~ to ~tcl\ the.surface -where one· would.be able to see 
Mr. Jack Valenti, ,.speaking of bringing the fill!l to the .public uninterupted films an~e one 
before a spc;c:ial class Qf Social tod11y.',' He sees the. 'new chooses, , with _tUrm · playing 
Respon.sibilit)'. ·in · Cinema; directions. for the, iJJdustry continuo~y. ·This would be a 
Monday. .night, siµd in his mainly through television. He cheaper method than going, to 
opinion the "best days of' mm used statistics throughout . the- the theater and also bring newly 
are,still to be live4/' . . ..,, ~ecture to illustrate his point,_ He · ~leased ·movies into the 'home. 
·va1entiActiYe . -- )Sta~~d,,_.t~·t"1 _i'1%.;.~·· th~t~r - Another Method - ·. 
Mr. Valenti, is currently - -admissions are ,under 2?_. This · 
President of the Motion, Picture means ·!hat those ov~r_3~-s~ldo~ Mr. Valenti · also told · of 
Association of America and was go ol!t to t!te · ~?Yles. Mr. another method which he 
formerly special Assistant to Val~ntl saw this_ as a 'unta,, pped forsee~ in our working lifetini~. 
President Johnson from 1963 to audience 0 C. mo~es today· This · is the use of mylar· "discs 
I 966. Presently he is also a · Cable TV · which would be· played also 
member of the Association of - ' . . . through one's television set. The 
Television Producers; He was . . The fust ~ay ~his au~ence discs would 'be either rented or 
asked to speak by Richard . will be appr~ac~d'. accor~g.to· bought. ·, . · ~ -
Steinhouse, the pr~nt_ ·gues~ Mr. Valenti, will_ ·be throu~ ,. II~ stated t~ would open ~P 
lecturer for the c~ass who ·is als.o. cabl~ television. He sees great ~ whole new ':i81a~ {or th~ movte 
a lobbyist for the Motion Picture' potential in_a ~'family choii:e" mdustry, making it possible for 
Association of A e. M. cable service. This ·would. be an Hollywood to make more films. 
m nca. r. · · Of ll th ·es sh ed Valenti explained that th extra charge on ·cable '[V ,. . a ... e m~. ow . ~ 
e · pnme time televtS1on todat 60% 
. ' 
will nev~r be shown in theaters. 
Mr. Valenti expressed his belief 
. that the making of these ·TV Fzeed lecture at 'IC. 
movies is· what keeps Hollywood 
in business at present -that 
himself was also presented. without this e#ia reve1tue 'and By Geri Karp 
Os Id · d h - k d market place the film industry D Id F, d th f wa stammere .w en as e would have died. For th"'""ters on:1 ~ee • au or O l,lbout his history in Russia, a -
Executive Actmn and The Glass ! t that th W C mis" today Hollywood only· ~s 
House Tapes gave a lecture at ac . ~ ~en om - ion) l 2S a year where-as out of 295 
. Ithaca College · on October · 17, (tbe mveStigatio~ comnutt~ films shown on TV 180 were 
ti·tt d "A D d f C . never made available to the f . . e eca e o 0~~1racy pubJ>c. Mr.- Freeawent on to say -made or TV alone.· 
from Da_Uas t,o Watergate . The how the whole .story behind Lee M r . V a I e n t i , 1 when 
lecture. mcl_uded_ a film o~ the H a r v e Y · 0 s w a 1 d as , a qu~tioned, said he believed this 
assassmatton of Pr~stdent .. communistic madman" was a-- new concept in motion picture 
Kennedy, a tape recordmg of coverup invented by. the CIA to industry would noi effect either 
Lee . Harvey Osw~ld and a complete tlie pi~~re and get the theater attendence or teleruion 
qu~t1on-answer sess10n.. . public to believe ·the story that viewmi: It would not eff~t 
Our need and nght to he killed Kennedy. Mr. Freed theaters in that, the older movie 
kn o,w" was the th~me showed two pictures: one was of ~udience_ want to get out of the 
throu~out. ·the presentation. the man that the Dallas Police house, and ·with younger movie 
Foc~smg on the _murder ?f arrested for·the shooting- it was goers it is a social experience and 
President Kennedy m Dallas ~n taken by the Dallas Police; the a "fun" thing to do. He also said 
1963 and the Watergate affair, other was one of a·man carrying ·that .theaters will ·still·,be ·the 
Mr. Freed drew a parallel communist literature and a gun. pl4!ce:i~for premi~ri:s, and that 
between the two. ·; . , . %e person who took the pictuie ,certain ... films ~ always be 
Kenedy Shooting -was 'unknown._ Both of these' b~tt~r - m the ~t scree; ~d 
. ''The . shooting· ·of Kennedy pictures ,,_,ere supposed,to be of . with s_tere~~~~c'.s~~d~ '..- r ·- . 
:was th.e basic. metapho. r. of Lee Harve~ ... 9s~ald; But .... the~ :~htinP. ,._ :_._·: ·,.:=-..... · 
was an obvious difference. m the , : . · _ _. 
political.violence in-the decade." facial structure of the two inen. -~~When questioned about the 
Going into detail about the Mr. Freed said that "it, was the Ratings Board, Mr. Val~_nti 
actual murder it was shown that maxim1Jni of dece_ptjons". and :-~e~ :u~ a .fe~ J?O~ts. about 
. there was · much propaganda' that it was ... crude,- _vulgar. · _ ".\V~t 1t tries_ to accomp_lish. He 
·-presented tcr the public after it dramatic and clear to the naked· ,said the ratings ;u-e aimed a,t 
occurred. The fact that in the eye" tt1at they. ·were . two parents,. t~t any_on1: over 18 
three year period following the different men. The man holding should _ entirely __ ignore th_em. · 
murder, eighteen' · material Th 
witness~ died, creates some the literature, Mt. Freed implied, . e}'.. are . _to . give P~C?nts_ a 
q uestion of the whole was·probablyaCIAagent ... general g'!uJeline, a wammg 1 · • only,-.which can be .ignoredJ,y 
'assassination.. Mr. Freed said Roots of- Conspiracy .. the ~nt pr not. Con~ming 
~' h a'd the medii had . ttie The roots ·~r the ·~o~piracy th~ ratings themselves~ be. sai!I 
greenlight at Dallas as it did in were discussed. "II\ our _system - -films are judged on four ~pects; 
"".atergate, the coverup would of government, there always· has· language-, . vi9lence, , ~~x.: and 
have ?een uncovered very soon been --and always will be an·- theme, He said_ the .problems 
after.' . ·- lnVisible Government" said Mr.. Jlrise;.not-from. -clear cut ~bings 
Some 0 ~ the things that .Mr. Freed. ''The dynamo __ of, ·the· such as sex, whicfis_ 9bviously 
F_r~ed d_1scussed were _ the I 11 v·is'i'ble Gove~~~e:nl is. th.ere or not, but ·1 fro_m 
d1scre~anc1es be~ween the ne~s int~lligence." Wb~· .. was thc;:re a - interpretatiqi,.s. Mr. V~e~ti µ.sed 
reporting of Pr~1dent ~ennedy s conspiracy· against President- the examples of a :riot- 5<?Cge. 
murder a~d V1Sual evidence of K e n n e d y ~ M r·. Freed which you/ might; see .Oil , U,.e _ 
the shooting. A s~ort film was I summarized the answer when he· news, and one of co.nfroniai;i9n, 
shown of the shooting when: the said "President Ke~edy was ~here . evezyone watches _ the 
effect o~ the bullet t~at killed planning_ to investigate Ute:ClA, -chainpi~nshi11_ boxing matches. 
,the President cause.ct him to fall. labor .unions. and oip!µzed He sitj<f..the _system ~ bound to 
backward. The news reporte_d- i:ri;me. iiis-··.um was 'to save the ' be flawed smce it is judging· 
·.that the angle the ~u~let ~as ,dollar,. not ·fiie Ein~iie.~' 'Why~ acco~~g-to.SC?Ciety, a,.maj_of;ity 
fired. from caused . him to 'Jerk didn·~ · the. _ public-· suspect-. a of it, i;m,d js b9~na to disagree 
forward. The _r~~ shown was a conspiracy?' "'President Ke~edy ~th sonn:o~,}de~: · '. . · .. ' . 
copy ?f .an•ongmal film ~ad~ at_ did everything, to stop tire CIJ\; . T~~ audi~nce, .. _ ~he~ .. M_(. 
the_ time of the assass~atlon - except•: go public,",· said . Mr: -V~enti was .intro!1uced .bY,.Uie 
which was-never allowed, to be• Freed.·. Dean · of the School· of 
shown to the public to this <f;iy. This "decade of conspiracy"· Communications, was told of bi$· 
A -tape of Lee Harvey Oswald had to have stemmed from stand against aJ.l. censorship 
answering questions· about somewhere. M~. Freed ~aid "the. leg1&latj?n.-. Mr,._.Valenti spoke.of 
se~ds · of crime and coverup . tbe fil~ jn(lustcy as li,n . "art 
M.8. Jones started at Dallas'.\.2an'd"··,,that form-busfne~". _,~e said . he .is "Watergate_ was the -seizure of. "convinced .the future -.is there." 
·power !min within." ·· - - for tl?-ose 'µit~t:~stei. He catied it 
(CDII tinued from page I) Lev~l .of Conciou~n~\ . a' • ~ c,~ llabef!lti".e, expressive, 
them. , ; . . . . _ . ~!1ere~o~~ }he. . most ~xp~n~ive 
· M B. will be acting as . There IS a different level of .me~ ·•·. t~t. ~ak~ th~·,n9St 
·. · ,· . _ · · . consciousness. in· Ahterica 'Sin!ie· cruel ._type of. dyicipline" •.. He.. 
Coor~1nator .- of,. Housing_ 1963._ Because·of'the wiridriwlc:if stres~d·. the . i}!lpo~an~ .. ,o.f 
Operations only until June. at. Wt t .· __ ,.. -1a··-, proti-Nonalism· "Kn-..:""gy· our 
·hi h · sh ·11 b I · . a ersae. we ,can. at st see- ....... , v,,, ...... 
w c tune o w1 e ea~g t-b •h ., . e . .. . . , craft" . ti...+ m<>Yics .sho,uld, 1:ie 
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~::··:· ByPaulaMosc:to·· -<-tC·ourn~in;nt_-.at lCemtraf: year 
. . onnecticut State Co lege. The · 
Melnbers · of th~ F . · following weekend, IthaGa will · . . · . 
.. Association have en orenSlcS ., be ~ostin~ a high sch~ol -
. . - . ~ · to· t~o - forensics tournament. Forensics· · I, · k 
intercollegiate toumam~nts. Five will al · b:,. din -d 1 t· o o s . · . . . so ·~ sen g a · e ega 10n . . · · 
members went to the first to . the Alb Le · 1 r 
tournament tn Plattsburg Oct .. , · · any gis a ive .. · 
11 and 12. The debaters ha.dsix ~sembly Nov:~ 1• 22• and 23 · 19.74 ·cayugan Yearbooks 
. rounds on the national topic for . .. , . !13ve ai:n,ved and are available for 
the year and people entered in Who··s- -mnh-oim~ediate distri_bution. Seniors, 
individual speaking events had . · . 911 . Juruors and Sophomores are 
two rounds of each event. · , - . · · · · . · eligible to receive· a yearbook. 
-. Last weekend :was the second The following stu-den~s have. Yearbooks will be distti!Juted 
_ti:,urilament, held at Niagara been ~elected to. have their from the Student Congress 
University. Twelve people .went · biographies -included in the Office during these hours: 
on that, trip, including coach 1974-75 edition·or Who's Who Monday-Friday, 11-1, 6-7:30; 
Frank Sharp. Each school's in American Universities and · Saturday and Sunday, . 5-7 p.m. 
coach judges other schools. The Colleges. This offer stands until Friday, 
four debaters· we~e Paula Judy Abramson, Douglas ~ovember I. Yearbooks not 
Moscato and .. Leslie. Rivkin, . Ashley, Nancy Bilodeau~ John ~icked up by then will be stored 
affirmative, .~d William Shayne Bolstetter, Peter Bruce, Linda m the college warehouse and 
and ~oelle Burke·, negative. Cappello, ' Roger .-Chiocchi, students will have to make their 
--~lie Rivkin was also ~ntered in Charles Ciccone, Wendy Coren, CMSl arrangements to pick their's 
four individual events: Jean Delucia Theodore Enik up. All yearbooks- must be 
· impr-0mptu, 
0
informative, Fay -Fisher, '1 u d y A. Gaer: ,sign~d for; identification 
persuasive, and after-dinner Christine. Hart,. Julie Hatsell, required. 
.speal,dn'g. William Shayne was in- Kari Hjerpe, Ward' Jarvis, 1975 Cayugan 
the impromptu· lµld informative Marj o-ri e _ - Jones, Karen Fre,e Just To Seniors 
ev1.:n_ts. Entered in oral Kozlowski, ieffrey l::.ewis,'Teresa The 1975 Cayugan will be 
. i.n_terpret~tion of poetry were Maguire, J oan_ne Mazzella, distributed free to graduating 
Sue Aloisi, ~ichael Levy, Greg Joseph Mike, Cynthia Miller, ,Seniors, but af\Yone else desiring 
TJJ!l>'.,· 3:nd Pet,e_r Ziegelman. Kathleen _Nagy, Betsy Pittman, a copy will J?e charged a nominal 
Competing in oral interpretation .. _· Deborah_ Peel, Sheila Quinn, fee. The fee has not yet been 
of prose were P~ula Alicandro, Pamela Ramsell, -Nancy Reeper, determined, but should run less 
Deb!,:>ie ,Bemst_ein; Laura Bikow, Peier R<;»lfe, Dav.id ~osenberg, than $4.00. Orders must be in 
anq Greg Tully. . Lynn _Rosner, Curtis Rosser, before Christmas break in order 
The Forensics .team drove to Susan Rothenberg, Sally. to secure a copy. Further 
Niagara Friday morning. There · S:atton, · Marc _Schnciderma~, .inf~rmation regarding next 
wen~ two rounds of .de}?ate and Diane Scborge, Lizabeth Seleski, years yearbook in general will 
o,ne of individual ,events. Then _- Anit~ Shaf~e~, Stuart Shapiro,· be available. at a. later -'date. 
t~ere ·was a ban~uet followed-by Reginald Sunmon~, Andrew ~he_ck all various sources of 
another round . of del?a~e. Telsey, Steven Wei_!).er, Mark mformation. Don't listen to 
Following the third round; the Weiss,_Elizabeth-Zimmer. rumors. 
HAPPY NINTH 
-Gamma Delta Pi will celebrate its ninth birthday this Thursday 
1 
Oct. 24 at 8:30 P.M. at the North 40 .. Admission to ,the party is 
$2.50. 
NEW RENOVATIONS 
The Ithac~ College Board of Trustees authorized nearly $600,000 
for three maJor construction and renovation projects on campus: the 
renovation of Friends and' Clarke Halls, and the construction of a 
building to house the Office of Physical Plant and Safety and 
Security. 
The renovation of Friends Hall should be completed by next 
.. ~eptember at a cost not to exceed $200,000. Planned improvements 
: include painting, replacing black boards, providing audio-visual 
~quipment storage facilities on each floor, carpeting classrooms, 
installing air conditioning and decorating the stairwells and halls 
with graphics. 
The Clarke Hall renovation, also estimated at $200,000, is the 
second part of a multi-phase dormitory improvement plan which was 
approved in principle by the Trustees last February. The new 
headquarters for the physical plant and safety will be a two-story 
' building of about 5,600 gross square feet located near the Physical 
Plant Service Building on the College Farm. Its cost is estimated at 
$166,300. 
·GREEK PEAK DISCOUNTS 
Among the many benefits offered this year by the Ski Club will 
be discounts on Greek Peak weekend lift tickets. Provided that the 
. tickets are purchased before Dec. I and are bought in blocks of I 00, 
the Clubwill receive a special price of $6.50 p~r ticket ( as opposed 
to a regular' price of $8.50 at the slopes). You may buy as many as 
_ you like and the tickets are transferable so pick up a few for your 
friends, too. Interested? Come and find out more on Thursday, Oct. 
24 at 8 P.M. in Science 302. Membership dues for the Club will be 
$5 for the entire year. 
team crossed into Canada for a ~-;-----... -~.;..· ---------------------1 
This week's meeting will feature the movie "World Ski 
Technique" and free refreshments will be served. 
view of the falls. Three more 
rounds_ of debate and the second Amnesty 
round .of individual events were 
held Saturday. They were (continue~ from page 1 J 
followed · by· finals ·and the ,~ s ti m_ a~ e d a t 2 0 0 , 0 0 0. of the organization feels that. 
presentation of awards. Thousands of resisters are there are so few people involved 
This.·coming w~ekend· is- a behind bars many have court locally because, "Active 
· w·' 1 • -:- • /· • . . ·records, '-~ over 500,000 participation ,in any serious 
an. ts· vetera-iis have less than ~olitical cause is serio?s and honorable discharges. nsky. People are skeptical of 
-. -- Nationally, · _there was a·· organizations, -and rightly so. 
to h -I · demonstration in Washington, ·Tuey are afraid to take a e P .D.C. July 1--4 in which veterans sophisticated political position." . . from across the c.owitry Yet he believes that unless the _, · , gatheredto·exert.pressureonthe majority of -A,niericans 
By Geri Karp government and d-emand understand the immediale 
amnesty. Their five main points. necessity to join the antrwar 
If you're disturbed or in were:· movement to prove why they 
question about anything ·on_· 1·} A universal and support amnesty, that the war 
campus, there is a · ~oup_ · of unconditio,nal amTiesty- . could easily get started again. 
students devoted to helpl}lg ,fou. - 2 ) Imp l.e men t - -j he 8 d f\• 
Ab_out o~~ month ago,_ The agreements-end all aid to Thieu oar _ m•• ln(I 
Third Eye ,was formed with the and Lon Noi · ,_. {continued from page 1 J 
sole purposeofhelpingstudents. 3) Single type discharge for of the interior, replacing 
13y being- an active committee, all vets · black boar as, prov id i-n g 
''.Th~ . Thir~ Eye" w·on't· ju!t . _ 4) Decent b~,nefi~ for all vets audio-visual equipment . storage 
listen to your problem, they ll 5)-Kick Nixon out facilities on each floor, carpeting 
help to sol_ve it. . This demontration was one of c l a s s r ·o o m s , inst a 11 in g 
. "Th_is is a grievance the visible.signs of pressure that air-c~nditi'oning~ and decora~ing 
committee _for students," sai~ ·many of, th..e amnesty the stairwells· and halls with 
Jerry Neilsen, . the groups organizations broughtto bear on graphics. The cost of the 
originator. Jerry,_ who 'is -an. the government to have th&m operation is not to exceed 
ih~truclor ?f socio~ogy joins end the punitive measures-being $200,000. ~ 
with --au the volunte_~r _ members placed on. the war resisters, for The renovation of Clarke Hall is 
·of ~~The BJird _Eye" in0 a deep-· their ~pposition to U.S. policy. the second part of a multi-pbase 
conc~m over the pt'oblems and Ford's reaction was to make dormitory improvement plan 
4.'!_esi:ions ~thaca ~o_ll~ge concessions that were much of a which was approved in principle 
stu_de~~s . might be . ~a~mg. go-between for the two different -by the Board lasCFebnlllry, The 
_Qqes_tions . a~out tuition, . views prev.alent in the·~country. initial ~se of this program was 
probl~m.s .with professors and ll e . made ha If --hearted renovation of Lyons Hall which 
general ~cs ca~d .by the con~ons· · that seemed to was completed over the summer. 
_co~ege i~~f. l!re -what "The swing towards the "middle . of 1The Clarke project will _resemble 
.' 'f!ilid ~ye IS h~re to help:~ou suppo·rting t-he ''vete·ran that of L~ons, including 
Wilb. , : . · chauvinism" ideas of absolutely ·repainting; carpeting of thtJ ~~ fact tha! 'The Third_ no amnesty; and ihe ·.sizeable,. rooms, proliding new furniture 
-~ye .is.an established ~oup on. th gh sil t' - t r th and_ lighting fixtures, and 
campus can mean · more ~u en. ~~en ~. e ··r . .. 
· , ·. . · · . population :who either feels that, :te urrushing the lounge areas. 
in_fluence. - tn -gettin~ , -done :the war was-illegai imd~that the The new- building which_is to 
w~tever has.to-be d~ne m order ·war resiste·rs have no. reason· to house the Physical Plant and 
.. to _b~nefit ~~ student;:-','We are_ -be . bed that ih . Safety ·and Security offices will ~~r b~und by any _by-laws;_we ovei:::-that:e resist~ ;:-u1: 'be located_ on'the College FaHll. 
make -~-~r own ~~~ons .• If Just. be forgiven;"f:ord's plan is felt to The __ tw_o story structure is to. 
spe~g .. to ~!R~ne. JS n~~- tie unjust by ·the VY'~~Q,. ,cost approximately ).166,300. ' 
a~eq~ate to helpµig ,~e.student, .. d th -. .. u·· .i.t'~ .· r Rowland Hall's basement is the· 
'll, d thin , • ..:.. "d th· . an ~y are uoyco mg • .· . . , . .. . 
~e .. 0110~,~ _g.e~. sai . _e . Locally. -the tegioiat · office ·current· li01~e ,of the Physical 
c~m~ttee. . - . - .. ·. - f the ·vvi·w ,wso-- · · PJant: Although that space is 
... :~Y-<>u·'~' tet·Jn cpntapt_ With D'!,f_f,f::' :. d ' ·". : .• : lS ti' in_ 'adequat«Hor -their office it was 
·~ , Tltjfd' EY. ":ht· 1 • .• ..,.u ~p,. ~ . .. e~ is -~- a~ _ :v_e, . , . , . 
:"ti~tC!~-in.' ~ox:·x:f 3£!ri ~tli~~~JQ!_ , ~~~:n!Jd-~!ethe,nstra~~,1!~!f!~ -1~~1~- ~~ti~~yd·. ~!!~ sfeorvr ethas 
···· "" In · ·- - · --.;.. .. n-: ....... c-e .,.. ... mQ -., ....... ir · . _.... e 
1 ~Jl{OU~~ -~. .t.~pq1r,- ';~ ·· -f~TuQs''. for;· a 'jU$i ·. amnesty;_:_ resi~~nts-of -·that cform: 'fhe 
· neJ~ !~"'._er ~m~~Y-~_¢., lthaca'·fiils-11iad a-ilocal crui_P.ter Q!fi~-·Of- ~afe_ty,~and Security i5 
_ ._t-to:-;w~~k·.~~!P"'8.-.:)'0U -~¥~ •!-: · -·-·~·. ,. -:- -· :. -'. _. -· -- . · ·-,: ..... · cu~-en~y !located on the ground 
.. ·t.,at."'' But . ~--'cP..in.~U~~·--~ C ~t tne past, 2-~- tears. ;Y-Ct)t :.u flQQt._ Qf· Jot,. Hall, 'in what bas 
. --~Y-Work~~f 1~AA'n~·: ~~Ji: .wf . .q¥.jte-;smalh-Al-D.o~Qh~~.-~-:~~t bee,n· .. tmned as.""very cramped 
·.·_·.help."·:···. - , _:_ .-: .. , .. ~"."-·:··_:._·-~;:~_ .. /':'_•'"'-, ~m Ve~_~d an a~ft-,~~•Cluartets:" .. ' : -: 
-.~i~~;J~i~~~~~i~i~~i~:::i;;~~~~~,;~i;E~:~.~:::~,·;;~.:, ·~ .. ~ :-.,~:1,,i!}:)~:::,~ ;~~-~-.:::::·. ;:"_:~. -- . 
NEW SERIES BEGINS 
The Free University, sponsored by the Office of Campus 
Activities, is rrow registering those interested in its new series of 
courses. Among the offering.<: are beginning billiards, sew easy (a 
sewing class for beginners), Samadhi transcendental meditation and 
massage for relaxation. 
For further information, contact Marty Rauker at the Office of 
Campus Activities, Egbert Union, Ext. 3 I 49. 
UPCOMING MOVIES 
Theta Alpha Phi is presenting_Beyond the Valley of the Dolls and 
Candy on Sunday Oct. 27 in the Main Theatre of the Dillingham 
. Center. The admission charge for. the double feature is $1.50. Show 
. time is at 7:30 P.M. (Please note the date change from last week's 
announcement.) 
PUB BEATS ANY PRICE 
An operational guideline adopted by the Egbert Union Pub for 
party service is that "we will meet or beat_any price for party kegs in 
Tompki~s County" in the school year 1974-75. Community 
members are invited to take advantage of this service when planning 
a party. Call Ext. 3149 from 8 A.M. to 5 P:M. Monday-Friday or 
stop in and place an order whenever the Pub is open. 
PCS DUE 
Parents' Confidential Statements and Financial Aid Applications 
for 1975-76 are now ·available in the financial aid office. Both are 
due in that office by March I, 1975. Please keep in mind that it may 
take six to eight weeks for your PCS to be processed in Princeton, 
NJ. , 
GUEST LECTURER MONDAY 
·~Jf the Stage is All the World: Some Reflections on the 
Relationship of Religious and Dramatic Language" is the topic of a 
le-cture to be given this week by Nelvin Voz,an English prqfessor at 
Muhlenberg College in Allentown, Pa. 
Sponsored by the United Christian Fellowship and CIIS, the 
lecture will take place on Monday Oct. 21 at 4 P.M. in the lobby of 
the Dillingham Center. Wbile gn campus Voz will also lecture in 
"Religion and the Arts", which is a course in the Center taught by 
Protestant Chaplain Dale Winter. 
LECTURE ON PURCHASING 
A lecture on .. Pun:hasing and Materials Management in a Large 
Industrial Organization" will be presented by Samuel D. Farney, 
Purchasing Planning Manager Qf Carrieti."Air Conditioning Company, 
on Thursday Oct:· 24 from-7:15-8:30 P.M. in T~xtor 103. The 
lecture is open to mt:mbers of the College communi,ty. 
D.ENTISTRY NEXT WEEK 
·, -
"Careers inDentistry" will be the topic of Dr. Richard Gard~er 
who will .be the guest lecturer next Monday Oct. 2.8 from noon to 
; 12: -SO. P :M.- in · Science 3.02, .in the Orientation to' Allied Health 
..:,: Professions class. All interested pe·rsons are invited on T~esday Oct. 
.. 29.-at S:30'?.M. to bring'.:tbeir_ trays from the cafeteria µite tn the 
. · ~nion ·to--th~ Job Room where they may sh:.,e t~e~:~~ha~ 
· ~ mforn:ially with Dr. Gardner and members cal 
-, Sciences Ad~ory <;ommittee, w_hich is sponso~g the get-tog~ther .. 
··"':.. 
/, 
~~,}fh~~f p__.ct~~fli lt ,1iz1inf~~i'f 
~ editori~hf The high cOst Of·. 
exorbit·ant educatiOn 
1 
Close your eyes ... only for a second, and see if you can remember 
the color of the clothes you're wearing. Where were you two days 
ago and what did you do? What did you have for lunch yesterday? 
What did you do yesterday? You probably won't be able to anwer 
any of these. , 
There's a sense of regularity in our society that becomes 
frightening. We do things so often, we forget that we do them. The 
Old Faithful geyser in Yellowstone National Park erupts every hour 
on the hour and tourists flock from all over this country - and others 
- to see it happen. We almost enshrine the regularity in our 
lives. Well, this i~ one time we'd better not. There's a damn good 
possibility that tuition at Ithaca College is going to be raised ... again. 
Just as.it's raised every year.at this tim~, with precise regularity. And 
every year we just say, "prices arr going up all over" and we sit back 
and accept it. Are we going to accept it this time? 
Are we going to say, "Okay, College, charge my parents over 
SSOOO for me to spend X number of days _here and give me my 
degree at the end of four years."? 
Are we continually going to sit back and watch our hard-earned 
dollars be fun.{leled into mysterious deposits and be funneled out of 
tui lion? 
'Tuition' just does not mean paying the teachers' salaries 
anymore. It includes money for other students, administrators -
anybody who has any power to grab a little more money away from 
the paying student. 
Some examples: 
Last year, over four thousand dollars was budgeted just for 
faculty-administration coffee breaks. 
During the school year, 1972-73, $34,447 was collected in car 
registration fees. During '73-74, that figure? was $36,973. Fines for 
that same period totalled $23,746. This past summer, $3600 in 
traffic fines was levied during July and August. Don't think the fines 
can't be collected - if you don't pay, they just take it" out of your 
SSO "security deposit" when you graduate or transfer, that you had 
to pay when you became a student here. 
- So all those fines are collectable, and right now we're up to 
S98, 766.- Car registration fees for this school year alone have already 
totalled over $24,000. That brings us up to $122,766. 
And freshmen STILL have to. park in S-lot with. potholes 
,presenting hazards to tires and axles. Not to mention the 
inconvenience for a freshman on a 10-degree below night to walk up 
to the Terraces or·Towers from behind the tennis courts. 
A'nd upperclass Terrace resldents STILL have to park in a mudlot 
on the hill w1_th potholes to fall into and a cliff to fall off of - don't 
laugh - it happened one year! 
Yet Faculty and Administration Jots are not only paved and 
superbly maintained, they are also reserved during- the day for 
facully and administrators, who do not have to pay to park on 
campus! Some administrators have said they'd be willing to pay the 
$30 yearly to park on campus, but (here "had b_etter be a space for 
me to .park in when I get there!" Okay, they should have a place to 
park, since they are educating us. But at least let them pay for the 
lots they practically exclusively use, not us! 
The most flagrant abuse of money, claimed one administrator, 
comes from the faculty. Many faculty have 'travel expenses' when 
they attend to business or lectures in another city or state. It's 
coming out ol our pockets, gang. 
Worse yet, how many of your professors often cancel a et'ass or 
even two or three'! In the business division, a statistics class was 
cancelled after only three sessions, making them completely 
worthlesi The course was dissolved. At $100 per credit hour 
(according to the latest College bulletin), our teachers are getting 
tbe ithacan 
paid NOT to show up and teach! And may6e you haven't noticed, 
but they're not giving refunds!: 
Money is being drifted and channeled all over this cam·pus in 
strnage, and quite possibly, unfair ways. Instead of helping to offset 
tuition, $25,000 was spent for the renovation of the Towers' Dining 
Hall. Which, by the way, ended up costing quite a bit more. 
The renovated dishroom wall took out the slot holes intend~d for· 
the separation of silverware. They also -provided ventilation. So they 
had to install a new ventilator and another staff worker to separate· 
the silverware! 
Two hundred thousand dollars (maximum) has been allocated to 
renovate Friends Hall. Approximately the same will go towards the 
improvement of Clarke Hall on the Lower Quads. And over 
$150,000 is going to a. new Physical Plant and Safety building. All 
coming out of students' pockets, .either this rear's or accumulated. 
Records show that over 60% of the paying students here get no 
money from the College. Over 60%. . 
It'f. long past time that something was done. Demand 
investigations. Inform your parents. Contact the Student Concerns 
Office at x3377, or Josh Leonard at the same number, to see what 
you: might be able to do to help ... before "higher education'.' 
becomes exorbitant education. 
l GO To 1TNltA 
-COl.llU:JiJHIS 
.,01)/t D'CU«f 
• • The entity cr.1s1s 
'--
Recently, the Administration has concerned itself with the rent 
charges for the Ithaca College Student Cooperative Ice Cream Store 
and The Record Store, a source of Student Services. Both of these 
organizations are independent in that neither is owned or operated· 
by Ithaca College. They have been set up to benefit the students. In . ~ 
Lick-It's case, $500 scholarships are awarded to needy IC 
undergrads, while The Record Store offers records at' only $.SO. 
above cost. - , 
Under the law, they can both be-charged i:_ent as independent 
Editor in Chief .Leah Facko1 . - " entities. As one administrator put it, "they h_ave nothing to do with 
Business Manager · R.Scott Mallory· Ithaca Coll,ege." Therefore, Ithaca College 'has. every lega_ l right to· Advertising Manager . . . . Paul stern 
Production Manager . John P. Klumph charge rent. In a quick survey, it was found that average downtown 
"r.iiiws'"E°dltor '. · · · · · · · · .- Mark Engsli-"ciin rent .rates are $1.SO · to $5.00 a square foot. With the footage i_n each 
Features a. Entertainment Editor . . . Fred Raker f h IC b Layout . . . ~ Andy GIibert o t e stores, rent· would e between $500 and $600 if the 
Ad Layout ... Vann Weller downtown rents were applied. The minimum rent the College would 
Circulation . . Jill Greenbe111 b illi h Associate . . .. Andy Friedman e w ng to c arge would be $6S.OO per month. By charging rent 
Artists . . . . . . . . Bob Don, Jim Voung that high, the Record Store and Lick-It would be forced --to raise 5t
at'ran·k · ee~eciic"t, · Mlk~· Whltte.;,~re', ·ste;e ·s;,,,~rt~.' 5·u~ their prices. While neither is dire.ctly owned by the College, we.feel Cohen, Robyn Cashton, Lynne sp11ttgerber, Kathy Heu:e1, that each contributes significantly to the campus through its services 
· Roger Chlocchl, Jerry Smith, Lisa Laskow, 'Carolyn Hass, and benefits. They coutd pave. the way of more improved student Joan Landrock, Pinky Ohanian, Patti Harris, Ginger Flook, , · · 
Paul Vernon, Cindy Schwartz, Cathy Doyle, David Grohman, services, to save the students money atld irriprove the academic and 
Dara Clamqe, Ann,Conable, Sam Mllgrlm, Connie Albino, community atmosphere _of Ithaca College. It is not fair to consider· 
Darry Searle, Kathy Siegel, curt Wntergard, Gerl Kar~. Paula these organizations-the same as a do_wntown·business, because each Mascato, ~n Reeves, Bruce EdellteJn and Lynn.Bryan' · 
The Ithacan is published weekly dur1ni th~ollege year, is operatec:l by Ithaca College students solely to benefit the Ithaca . 
excepting the third WHk In November, the second WHk of College community· · 
December, the first WHk In March and the second wnk of So, one~ again stude~ts are attempting.to help out Ithaca College 
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Air service 
To the Community: 
All_egheny Airlines service h_as 
announced their new schedule to 
and from the Tompkins County 
Airport. With the addition of 
two new direct flights between 
Ithaca and Washington · and' 
Ithaca and LaGuardia, · our 
community will be seryed better 
than it was - prior to· last 
January's_ severe cut-backs. 
-The new 7: 10 A.M. non-stop 
flight from Washington in the 
Facing 
morning with an 8:30 'A.M. _ 
return by way of ·Elmira, will 
ru:ovide us with service to our 
National Capital. It will not only 
save passengers time and money 
but will have the added effects 
of relieving pressure on the 7: SO 
A.M.· flight to NYC and provide 
us with a morning "gateway" to 
points south and west. 
The non-stop flight from 
LaGuardia at 5:20 P.M. ·will 
enable Ithacans to have an extra 
hour of work-time in New Y OJk 
as well as relieve the pressure on 
skeletons 
By UNICEF 
In 1974, a year of soaring food and fertilizer pric.es as well. as 
adverse weather conditions, the world has been forced to recognize 
the spectre of imminent famine in many developing countri~s. For 
the· first time in its history, the United Nations Children's Fund 
(UNICEF) has felt compelted to declare a World Child Emerg~n_cy. 
In "normal" times civilization faces the challenge of 10 million 
children close-·to starvation; this year the number has risen to a 
chilling 400-SOO million. 
Every day famine pushes its path further around t~e equator. 
Last year it came to prominence after_ y~ars o~ de~astatmg _drou~t 
in West Africa and Ethiopia. ·Already 1t 1s making its mark m India,. 
and in such areas as Bangladesh, Bolivja, Central America and the 
Caribbean hunger is a way of life - but one that cannot last long. 
UNICEF's emergency relief combines the efficiency of long 
experience and the urgency of this unprece~ented cris~s. It ha~ been 
rushing high-protein food and ·intravenous rehy~ration flUI~s ~o 
children and mothers in drought-stricken West ~fnca and Eth1op1a. 
UNICEF is also supplying well-drilling equipment to these areas to 
provide the desperately-needed clean water f_or drinking a~d 
sanitation. As part of lo~er-range emergency actwns UN_ICEF will 
assist governments with nutption ·policies and education, food 
production and the monitoring of the over-alLchild s~tuation. . 
An estimated $40 to $50 million more a year will be needed for 
several years to ·help alleviate the problem. When Trick-or-Treaters_ 
come to your home collecting for UNICEF this Halloween, 
remember the spectre of children· with no doors to knock on for 
their vital food. Remember_ there are now -at-least forty times as 
many and give as proportionately'. as you earl. Behind all the glitter 
of make-believe, real-live skel~_tons-haunn:>11r·vforli:l'.~ ·- · · 
Ideas· :wanted 
· By The Student Reps to the Presidential Search Committee 
Ithaca College is searching for a new president. For those of you 
who are not already aware of it, President Phillips announced his 
resignation several months ago, and as a result a twelve-person 
committee has been. ·established to find ,his · successor. Jhree 
members of this committee are students. 
Unlik,e many 'other college committees, the opinions and 
suggestions of the s~ude!lt representatives on this con:i~ittee are 
considered seriously. Decisions are made by the eruhre body, 
including the students, not ~ them.· · · · 
The committee has metJwice. It has developed the qualifications 
and desirable characteristics it believes the president should possess, 
- begun publicity of the qpening in the_ p_osition, establisheq its 
procedures for th~: evaluation of candidates,- and ·set a ,tentative 
timetable for the selection of the president. 
As your student representatives, we would like to encourage -
al most demand your participation in this co~munity effort. 
Afterall, ther~ would be no need for a president without the 
students who form the foundation of this institution. 
available seats on Allegheny's 
3:59 P.M. flight, also from us in 
the same manner. It will relieve 
pressure on the S: 1 S La Guardia 
flight and enable lthacan's as 
well as visitors to our 
community to spend more time 
than they can on the present 
schedule. 
The set-back of SO minutes in 
the evening flight to and from 
Washington will also provide 
benefits. While our final analysis 
of overall scltedules is not yet 
, complet1:, Washington may 
prov~ to be an improved 
"gateway" for persons trying to 
reach Ithaca from the south and 
west in the late afternoon. 
The only adverse comment 
we have to offer, is the 
. continued late departure of 
Flight 410 to LaGuardia at 7:50 
A.M. A 9:20 A.M. arrival at 
LaGuardia is frustrating to 
Ithacan 's who wish to begin 
their business activities at 
9:30:.10:00 A.M. We can 
appreciate . that Allegheny has 
problems which preclude 
changes for this particular flight 
at the present time but we will 
continue to press for 
improvement in this particular 
area. 
Wallace B. Rogers 
Aviation Service Subcommittee 
Transportation Committee 
Tompkins County Chamber Q f 
Commerce 
Meatless 
To the Editor: 
The letter on vegetarianism in 
the last issue of the Ithacan is an 
important statement that 
deserves much reflection from 
us all. I agree whole heartedly 
with its content, but would like 
to supplement it with {1 
-- ,(' .... , 
suggestion 'directed towards the 
food service of Ithaca College. 
In view of the food shortage, 
moral reasons, and just plain 
money, it would be preferrable 
that a vegetarian meal plan be 
made available at all three 
dining halls on campus. The 
vegetarian meals provided at the 
Union dming hall are excellent, 
but they should be made 
available at each dining hall. If a 
minimum of one high-protein 
vegetarian .dish be served at the 
Towers and the Terraces, in 
adc\ition to the regular 
vegetarian meal offered at the 
Union dining hall, SAGA could· 
I) serve all the vegetarians of 
the school; 2) provide a 
responsible alternative for those 
concerned with the world food 
shortage, and, 3) save money by 
buying less mca_t. 
Bill Revill 
-----------------------------------------, 
JUST A GENTLE REMINDER 
• • • 
TH·E ITHACAN 
1-S AVAILABLE BY 
' . 
It ·is very difficult to speak for the interests of every student on , 
this campus. Therefore, to insure that yo~Jr concerns are a real part 
of this committee's deliberations, we are asking that you write to us 
or stop us on the campus ff you have questions that need to be 
answered. Please care. 
SUBSC.RIP.TION TO 
Sepd suggestions, nom~~ations, or questions to: 
Richard Sturm 
228 Wood St., Ithaca 
Josue Vidal 
Garden Apts. 27-1,7 
lAJHAT AtE. 
You · 1<1:05 Do!AJG 
ft FR E ?--'! lJ(j 'RE just sruoey,rs! 
Cindy-Miller. 
Apt. 1, 109 Dewitt Place, Ithaca 
or c/o 
Student Congress Office 
Egbert Union 
ITHACA 
CGLLEGE 
{; 
P AR~ENTS, AL.-UMNI 
AND 
ITH-ACA /RESIDENTS 
. \ ·...; ~11.) HJ"1:,· 
) year 
2 years 
years 3 
RATES: 
$10 
$18 
$25 
Make checks' payable to The Ithacan and 
,,_ send to;. The Ithacan, Ithaca College;-
lthac New York 14850 .. 
\ 
' 
The lthac~n,· -October: 24.,!l97~, ~~~ .. 6; 
.... _ 
· 1c in .crosacountry' ·-tou:r'.~~!:q~a!r ~~J:>t~;r:~;:.··. 
- • crazy-·commerc1als. and 
_ _ by the' Jos. SchiiJz Brewing, bo~bshell ~!~opers. It_i~ _a 
Ithaca College will be mcluded Company, and will be shown. ven table bonanza for tnvia 
as one of the stops on a cross Friday, October 25, in Egbert frea!cs, nostalgia buffs, and 
D:c1n:c~e- --s.ei-:ie=s??·, .. ·~,-,;_. 
. . ~pins"~Nov .. 1 
cou'ntry tou~ of colle_~e Union at 9:00 P.M . .Student· lovers of jus_t a plain old good-
campuses by a zany, nos~~Jgic Activities_ ___ Board is presenting time. Loaded with clips :that --The second eve,# of the Cornell. 
film extravaganza called The the frolic and with Schlitz· poponandoffthescreenw1tha· D · s···· "lib ht 'd 
·· · g1· IN ' . ·· · ance enes Wl et e wo- ay M 1 n d - Bog mg, ever paying the bills admission is certain comic madness; -the - "d N 1 -d- 2 f-, nu a 
- -To -Be-Forgotten-Orf-Believed free Movie Orgy could aptly be • rDeSi cncyd. Dov. Can ° ~f r · 
E T M · o " Th · n d .. A 2 0 0 1 S 1. ean an ance ompany, our 
thscape b.o h ov1c frgfy. de I "Escape to Mov~e Orgy" comes. cOa. e " - p ice dancers from New York City,· ree 1g ours o un an here complete with segments of · dyssey. o F "d ·N 1 - 8·30 p:M· 
mp ories . sp s d Th S hl"t d M . n n ay, ov. 'at . . . ca y mem 1s . on ore many of your favorite, e c I z-sponsore ovie the' D · -11 be· ,------------------..;..... __ ...;;.. ______ ~·-·o . ti . ·t ffth ean company w1 
rgy IS curren y I~ l s l performing- in Helen Newman 
If- lhere 1sn 1l a successful year, havmg played Gym. The followin evening the on 235collegeca~?usestQover company will .'~resent an' 
1€WELER ·1N THE FAMILY a quarter of a ~mll1on -students informal mini-performance and Campu_ses continue to ask for o en workslio at 8:30 in the 
we invite you to ;,dopt ,, the ·J!Im -year after year. It GP P retains its popularity and appeal ym. 
. rRANK HAMM~R f because of an annual face-lifting which adds new elements but 
keeps in some of the favorites of 
, •• , • .-.· .. r the year before. A9ded to that,. 
, people simply seem to enjoy 
1•r1rl Jtr.1111~,,-, . . t_aking ·another look at the 
11/ -t:'-t:?G ~ · things tliat captured their 
• 
.A.'; I J JJ_ lfl~\.::1 ree II(~:;,;. fancies and fantasies as kids. 
-r, d \ W .I r.J So hop aboard the time 
't:,~Q~' -~ on,e e e,e. ·: . 
, :.::.-:. machine, grab your pillows, 
17 4- E. s+~te :>i, l~har.a N '< • 212--i8ro ·blankets, and popcorn, be -
k( ~=.,~A~I- DI/\MONP:, •t:.)Lp,:,-f Weiler, prepareci"to turn back the clock, 
J•,d .\<'L.Jt·lnJ t"t:pa,ni'Tg _. Rt>rnount,,::~ of' cheer for the good guys, but 
·!,,-tw,01,,b. _ above all get -ready for an 
cr-t=:N ri LL C) 17n, r1x1DAY N l<:,H TS "Escape to Movie Orgy." 
J 
Dean, formerly a dancer with 
Paul Taylor, Paul Sanasardo and 
Meredith Monk, established her 
own company in 1971, and 
since then has performed in 
New York City, and toured· 
extensively in Europe._ 
Dean's choreography explores 
the effects of repitition of ba~ic 
steps and rhythms. In "Spinning 
Dance", the work for which 
Dean is- perhaps best' _known,...: 
three- women spin non-stop for 
lsyourc~dsloe-~gup? 
~ . ' 
If you and your friends are thirsty 
for something new, hurry up and sloe 
down-with De Kuyper's Sloe Gin. 
De Kuyp~r·s Sloe Gin is a different, 
delicious I iqueur, flavored jyst sweet 
enough by the sloe berry. You.can take 
it on the rocks or mixed with just about 
anything. For delicious proof, see the· 
recipes below. De Kuyper's Sloe Gin-
"sloe" with an "e," not a "w." 
De Kuype( Sloe Gin. 
·- , - ~ ...... -
,,., 
·~ ,' 
. ~ ... ' - : ~ '• ~ .,,, .. '
Abominable Sloeman 1.- Sloe Ball _ __ - Sloe Joe 
·· Pour2oz. O~Kuyper:SloeGin Combine 1½ oz. De Kuyper- Shake·:2 oz. oe·Kuyper _Sloe 
over ice cubes in a tall glas~. Sloe Gin,.orange juiC!;! and the Gin and 1 oz. of len,on iuice 
Add ginger a_te. Top·with a juice of ¼11me.Pour·ov~r ice well with ice. Strain into.eock-
twist of lemon and stir gently. cubes in tall ·91ass. Stir well. tail glass 9r pour over rocks. 
Serve with a straw.' - · Garnish with lime wedge. Garnish_ with. cherry: ~.. ~ . _ · .. 
>. u,; _,; 'sfoo~:n'.00Pioot:~1oijs~.~'.De~a~~-~Yo!t.:~.Y~~·-. .. , . ;- ~-:-.· __ ,_-:-.:. )( .. ;,p ioJ~~~~nt:!l~,_,~ISIB--=;;;;;;~;;;=.;:,;===~~;;.:;;:~_~~~~~AU~~~~~~~~ 
- ·'"'"·-' ~ ·. 
·.· :::-- .. -
I ,, ' L . -.~ 
45 mfoutes .. "'rhe company will 
be performing- this piece Nov. 1. 
" SI_) inning Dance" has been 
compared to :Dervish or sufi 
·turning, because, like Dervish 
dancers, Dean's dancers ·turn· 
without spotting. Spotting is a 
technique used·-- by ballet and 
modem dancer$- of focusing on 
orie particular object. Dean has 
no special interest in this eastern 
religion, however, and 
developed the piece _put ,of 
isolated studio studies. 
"Spinning Dance" includes a 
unique arm .vocabulary effected 
by the velocity of turning:_ 
Like folk danc~, Dean's pieces 
ev-olve complicated v1-sual 
patterns and rhythms fio_m 
-stepping, stamping, tuming and 
clapping performed w.ithin clear, 
geometric -floo.r patterns. In 
"Response Dance", also to be 
performed Nov. I, three jqgging 
dancers niove back and _forth in 
a triangular formation; 
responding to each other by 
stamping on alternate counts. 
Deb:Orah Jowitt, Village Voice 
dance critic, calls this work "a 
different Rind of ritual dance." 
-Dean's dances are often 
described as ritual, partly 
because of their driving rhythm. 
The company will be 
performing "Stamping' Dance 
II''-in which four dancers move 
-in· a circle, creating· an insiste_nt 
guiding rhythm by stamping 
their outside feet_/ Art Forum 
finds a "ritual simplicity ... a 
tribal or primitive source of 
inspiration" in this piece. 
In Dean's work, as in the music 
of her collahorator Steve Reich, 
excitement comes in the 
moments of, change, or when 
·o~e is suddenly aware of a 
gradual accumulation of 
' changes, Dance writer Marcia 
Siegel describes. Dean's work: 
"The gradual evolution of visual 
patterns·' and the overlapping, 
shading, falling away of sounds 
have a continuing fascination." 
On Saturday. N(?V. 2, at 8:30 
P.M. the company will hold a 
mini-performance· and open 
workshop. The company will 
repea,f parts of Fri.day's ·concert 
and teach these sections to the 
audien-ce. The workshop will be 
open to all, dancers and 
non~ancers alike. 
Tickt:ts for the Nov. 1 
_ performanc·e will-be on sale Oct. 
21 in the Willard. Straight ticket 
office, the dance office in Helen 
Newman Hall, and Nippenose in 
the Dewitt Mall. Admission will 
be $2.50 for students and $3;.50 
for non-students. Admission for 
Saturday's- mini-performance 
and workshop willJ,~·$1.00 _at 
the door. 
A doctor's.cold stethoscope elicits a grimace from a ·tiny Andean 
Indian during her check-up at a UNICEF-assisted medical ~t in 
central Bolivia. where severe malnutrition is becoming a serious 
threat' to child health and survival. Funds collected from 
Halloween activities aeross the U.S. will help UNICEF support 
medical facilities for needy children in areas of Africa, Asia and the 
Middle East as well as Latin America. - · 
(UNICEF Photo by Batya Weinbaum) 
WICB MlNI-FEATUR~ ARTICLE 
On r 'Halloween Eve, Wednesday October 30, at- 8:00 
P.M. WICB-AM will present a Mark Kelly Halloween 
spec1a1. Both old and new dramatic radio productions wlll 
bO featured on this six hour special which wll run until 
2:00 A.M. Halloween morning. The biggest feature on the 
show wlll be the playing of the entire three hours of the 
orlglnal "War of the Worlds" 'by H.G. Wells. Two other 
H.G. Wall's works will be featured: "Journey to the 
Center of tho Earth" and- "The Time Machine", both 
taken ·from the Classics Illustrated radio series 
productions. Other features Include "Polson to Posen", a 
humorous -1mpersonated-lntorv1ew with the master of 
horror, Alfred Hitchcock and the Ithaca Radio 
Workshop's production of "Murder In ·studio One", 
written b)( Norman Corwin. 
SUNDAY NIGHT 
This week's edition of WICB Nows' "Sunday Night" 
from 6·7 P.M. on WfCB-AM and FM on Sunday October 
27 will feature a segment concerning the making of 
tequila. WICB Newsmen, Frederic Charles will speak to 
an expert who makes the spirited alc_ohollc beverage 
commercially from his farm In Mexico. 
1.c. i='ooi"eALL 
This Saturday, October 26, the undefeated Ithaca 
College Bombers WIii meet Bridgeport at Souih 
HIii. field, ·The entire game win be broadcast on 
WIC~FM beginning at 1:15 P.M. Join WICB 
~portscasters Cnuck WIison and Jeff Bloom for the 
most comprehensive coverage of I.C. football In 
town. 
FROM THE BEGINNING 
"The Great One Hit Wonders" will be the subject 
of "From the Beglnnlng ••. The Rock and Roll Era" 
to be broadcast Sunday October 27, from 3-6 P.M. 
The program WIii. "focus on the "One Hit 
wonders". artists that shot to fame on one record 
and then were never r,eard from again. 1ncluded In 
the program· will be artists such as ihe Jagerz 
(1 1The Rapper"t, the Monotones ("Book of 
L.ove"), and Zager ,and Evans ("In the Year 
2525"). -. . 
-f,c,Jlc son.g club· 
The Comtlll Folk Song Club 
presents Saul Brody. who plays 
guitar and harmonica, Friday, 
Nov.· i at 8:30 P.M. at the 
Temple of Zeus Goldwin Smith 
Hall.· on the ·Coriiell University 
campus. 
. 
Concert 
I, 
•'; I 
Taj Mahal at 
CornJII S aturday 
. . . -
/ thing. But he returned to the voice. It has an incredible five 
On October 26, the Cornell small group ~~~ his recent octave range which allows her to 
Concert Commission will HislastfourdiscsareRecycling reach highs only bir~ can rival 
, present, in Bailey Hall, country the Blues & Other Stuff, Oooh as well as descend comfortably 
blues specialist Taj Mahal. Also s O G OO d • n B 1 u es, the· to first alto. In the last two 
.appearing as special guest is the soundtrack from the moving decades of pop music, only Yma 
multi-voiced Minnie Riperton. film Sounder, and his most Sumac, the Peruvian singer of 
New York born and New recent release Mo' Roots. , the early 'SO's, has a comparable 
England bred, Taj was first In listening to his albums it is range. 
· introduced to the blues by his very clear that although the This· special gift led to her first 
father who was a noted jazz blues is a universally-known (and last with Chess) solo album, 
composer-arranger. Through him sound, Taj Mahal has a unique Come to My Garden. Then came 
Taj met such greats as Illinois and truly fantastic sound that a big break. She was introduced 
Jacquet, AlbertL Admb~fns:,;~d can only be improved by a live to Stevie Wonder at Chicago's 
even the great ea . e y. s performance. Black Expo in 1971. From that 
used,, to be _tr~ic over my -·-opening up the concert will be introduction, Wonder, who was 
head, ~ays TaJ. I used to hear Minnie Riperton. RetJelling truly amazed at her music, 
sounds m my hea_d that I wanted against cat~gorization, she eventually lent a guiding hand in 
to_ play on an mstrument and refuses to be classified as. her latest solo album, Perfect 
things that I put togeth~r that I ·anything other than a "good· Angel. In addition to being the 
thought would be mce. But . ,, 'overseer' he wrote the title song 
when I first heard __ the blues, I s:~e;i·e started at age l S, singing and "Take a Little Trip." 
forgo~ about scho<?l and with the Gems, a backup vocal Minnie has just recently 
everything else for a while, and . returned to the concert scene 
the guitar was where it was at group on Chess Records for after some time off with her 
· for me." three years. ·husband (now songwriting 
_Taj Mahal's_ persona~ excursion After a full spectrum of partner and rhythm guitarist in 
into blues b:gan with a s~all experiences that ranged from her band) Rich~~d Rudolph. 
record col!ect10n. He delved into Clearasi I commercials to In replying to a comment that it 
:~hic_ago· bl~es and began spending a year as "Andrea is impossible to have a 
l~temng to Jimmy Reed,· B<;>. Davis", ·a pseudonym suggested five-octave range, Minnie replied 
Dlddley, Chuck. Berry, Muddy by Chess, she made her mark in with a laugh, "What can I tell 
Waters and Howling Wolf. . , the late sixties with the now ya? I'm a freak." Well, from 
The country blues ~re the fmal defunct Rotary Connection. The listening to her album, it is plain 
piece in the puzzle. "There was·a records never made it big !to see that nothing less that a 
whole part of my cultural }ife b e c a u s e of in adequate '•Perfect Angel" will descend 
and my ancestral culture that · promotion. But Minnie was upon Bailey Hall the night of the 
was beginning to be pieced bound to make it because of her 26th. 
together. The. country blues ,.. ___ ._....., ___________________ _, 
filled in a big gap and helped me 
to understand my own feelings, 
things I felt or knew or 
understood and did not seem to 
. have any backlog of information 
on." 
So, fortified with a knowledge 
of the blues, finding his special 
place within the blues and gift<:d , 
with a natural musical artistry, 
Taj Mahal began to be heard. He . 
soon had a contract with 
Columbia Records. 
Although he is an accomplished 
·multi-instrumentalist and can 
play piano, banj(?, fife, and bass, 
onstage Taj usually plays guitar 
and the harmonica. 
Taj has recorded to date nine · 
albums on the Columbia la~el. . 
After the first three albums, Taj 
: Mahal, The Natch'l Blues, and 
Giant Step, Taj made a brief 
return to a ten piece group 
which included four tubas. With; 
this group he cut Happy to Be: 
Just Like I Am and The. Real 
releases. 
WIN $10.00 
in 91ft c:ertlti.atn from 
McGuire Garden• 
\ 
BUY, CARVE AND 
DECORATE A PUMPKIN 
FROt\1 
McGuire Garclen1 
633 ELMIRA ROAD 
PUMPKINS WILL BE JUDGED fRll)A Y. OCT. 25 
at 3- PM in T/IE '!TJIAC-IN OFFICES, 
basement dorm G 
Valid receipt from McGuire's necessl:tfy 
THE , You may have though that Saul .Brody plays only harmonica from hearing 'him play for a ~long time with,_"U. Utah .. Phillips or because of his 
recording work with_ Roger . 
Sprung. Loudon Wainwright and 
Jim Ringer. He has also sat in on 
harmonica wijh such performers 
- as Steve GocU(~an·;, B.onnie Raitt 
and Jerry....J~ Wal~er.;. Despite 
this :. exposure _on -harmonica, 
Saul's own act: finds him playing 
mostly guitar - to - back up his 
singing. His show consists of alot 
of country-~estem songs and 
folkson~s. a. little blues, 
QIJ~n-influenced music, 19·so·s 
rock 'rf: roll,' som~ · liarmonica 
insuumentals . and · a _ lot- of, 
MOQ:l)y BLUES 
. ~e:nce parti~iplition. -, : .; -. 
, ··.· ' ' ' . 
' 
got 'em? 
get rid of 'em 
at 215 E. -sen eca 
. r,_ •• ,'--• - • •• ·~~,:~~~.1~ _.' : . : .. ~-::·· -.:_, . ., : ,', .. -.. :,. 
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Pies-eJJ,ts. for the.firsi ?i~e 
A Special Flight foe Thankisgivi«g J7at,iti·an · 
Leaving Ithaca on Friday Nov. 22 a"t 12:00pm, arriving. a~ La(i'utirdia_ 
. -- ~ ' 
at. l:59pm. (Flight #828) Returning-to Ithaca on_ Sunday· Dee. 1,. 
leaving LaGuardia at 9:25am and arriving in Ithaca 
at 11:01am. (Flight'#435) 
Round trip far~ is only $38.27~ regularly $57 .27. 
Payment must be made as soon ,as-,possible. 
Limjted seating so s_ign up NOW! Deadline for reservat~ons _is Oct.· 2 
for further information 
& re:servationi: contact 
, 
· o,ffice 
hours: 
Monday 3:30 _- 4:30 
ilyse Mi.ddleman at X504 
, Tuesdoy 12:30 - l:3~ 
Wednes·day 5:00 ~ 6:00 
or 272-9567 
off'ice -is located in the 
Student Govemment 
office in the_ Union. 
- . 
........................................................... ~·-·······················~···· 
Ithaca College· Stude-nt G_overnmenf Travel Burea·u 
in cooperation w,ith Bell .Ventures Inc. Presents 
._ 
- !.: 
, ~· 
'January in Jamaica' . 
]anullry 5-11, 19V5· 
Program includes: 
- .. 
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Donn 6 just blew up---is f;hat considered news? ' 
- . 
~at was_ t~!_you said ~t the editor 
'. . . 
Photos bv Scott Mallory· 
./ 
Sometimes you just can't find the right word 
this weekend 
··-Friday happy hour 3-6 
drinks 75 cents, 
hot hors d'oerves 
-Saturday pre and post 
game specials, a 
good place to ta·ke 
parents after t'he 
g(),me 
Sunday afternoon 
gam~s on tv 
-c·heck out steak dinner 
and .others_ 
,-,1, ...... ,.,., ... ~~ ,;.~ ~ ...... ,~ ..... ~.· -
hours: 
Mon.-Thurs. 4:30- Jam 
Friday 3 - Jam, 
Sat. 11 - Jpm and 
\, 4 - lam 
. Sun. I - 5pm and 
, - .9 - Jam 
j·:- :_-.Si-nger· •_'. Piani~t -
.t.:.·· '.- .. :,:t-_~;·~- .:. :~.~.1~l:-~, ~-:.. . : 
. - --- -
~~·inposer -__ , .OLD N0.9! SrTNl'NL I IIF l'fC N'LE ,:;11',Cf': IX'~ 
311 ( ,,1/eJ:e Ave. ( Col/e,:et,wm ). 2 73-'JO'JfJ 
. ~; .··. • -- • ,_ ·''""·-. • --- .. ~,..-'r-r: . .i,.,.., •• -
ONE OFA Kl.ND 
"Blood, Sweat, and Tears" wlll btfspotllghted on 
Irene Vellon's "One of a Kind" on saturdaY, 
October 26 on WICB-FM at 12:15 P.M. The 
greatest hits- of the group will be played and 
hostess, Irene Vellon will tell about the lftdlvldu.l 
member's biographies. That's tne National Award 
Winning "One of a IS.ind", Saturday, Octo~r 26,--
at 12:15 P.M. 
PROBE 
••Religion and Birth" wlll be the subject of 
"Probe" to be broadqst on WI CB-AM on Sunday, 
October 27 at 9 A.M. and on WICB-t=M on 
Saturday, October 26, at 11 A.M. Join hostess 
Robin Fisher as shtl will discuss the spiritual 
aspects of, preganancy, birth, and birth rites In 
several different Christian and Non-Christian 
religions. 
SPEAKING OF 1.C. _ 
This week host Fred Raker speaks with Director 
of Admissions, Matt Wail. Tune In this Sunday at 
noon on W ICB-AM and find out What this 
administrator Is ail about. 
ITHACA HAPPENINGS 
Three student volunteers who are participating In 
the Ithaca College Community Services Program 
will be the fe,\tu~ect•gucsts on "Ithaca Happenings" 
on WI CB-FM Friday evening, October 25, at 6:15. 
JOlrt host, Roger Chlocchi as he speaks with Ken 
Pierce, a volunteer at "5torefrorit", Joan Clauss, a 
volunteer at Challenge Industries, and Betty 
Bassle, a volunteer with the Ithaca City Youth 
Bureau. 
I AM WOMAN 
Vlrg!nla Bizzell, President of the local chapter of 
"The League of Women Voters" will be the 
featured guest on "I Am Woman" to be broaelcast 
on Saturday, October 26, at 4:00 P.M. on 
WI CB-AM and from 6:30-7:00 P.M. on WICB-FM. 
"I Am Woman" is a program where hostess Sharon · 
Messinger and her featured guest examine the 
changing roles of both males and females In 
society. 
Tile following is the broadcast :st:hedule for 
Sund6y evening, October 27, 1974. 
B:00 News Scene . Renewed Interest In sororities 
and fraternities and the role of fer'nale sports are 
looked at this evening. 
a: 15 All Kinds of People • Guests Mary Jane 
Bur<1ess and Mabel Leland of the Tompkins 
· county Senio~ Citizen Council discuss the Council 
and ,ts workings. 
8:30 consumer Insight · As the first in a 2-part 
seNes on the 1974 district attorney race, 
incumbent Wm. Sullivan and Joseph Jpch talk 
with hostess Pat Higgins. · 
9:00 Freeze Frame · High school and elementary 
f 11 m making are discussed with guests Hank 
Newman, Dave Potori, and Dick Smith. 
9:30 Happening World · Variety and 
entertainment highlight this and every week. 
1 O: 15 synthesis . Provost Frank Darrow discusses 
the aftermath of the Berngan issue. 
,•l ~ r 'I •·. -::•.,·. -~-:. ·~ ........ /·- ',; ·.,:.'' ... ,., ... ,.,, 
' .. 
,.. 
- ·oiredor cameo 
Carolyn GH~er.t 
: f~ ')>rimarily ~.~ucatioml ~ 
, si~ti?D$..,. ,; -aJ~~gli :'. ~bSin-~ 
.retct' 'JS .touched upon.· The·. 
. IanP.age~ori"en,ted work is· 
perfect for oral adaptation. "'He 
writes for the ear:as well as for 
tf!e -.mind,'~ Dr. Gilbert,-nmarlcs. · 
By Cathy Lynch 
The Peter Principle-Pre-. 
scription is an experiment in the' 
history of Ithaca Cllege's recent , 
Readers Theatre presentations • 
it is a non-fiction essay work. 
.. That's one of the reasons I 
picked it," smiles ·the. d~ctor 
ind-creator, Dr. Caroly~ Gilbert: 
She has done the adap~tion 
herself, the .production comt,iled 
frgm the best-selling 1969 book 
The, Peter Principle by Dr. 
Laurence Peter primarily and 
including enough of his second 
book of three years later; The 
Peter Prescription, to give the 
audience an ' idea of what it 
involves. 
Dr. Peter, Dr. Gilbert inforiris -
us, is an educator and 
psychologist, whose modest 
amibition is to save Mankjnd. He 
has-0bserved that the world is "a 
mess" and wants to know why 
things go wrong. Apparently the 
answers will be revealed in the 
upcoming performance of his 
Tull 
work. It is basically "'an 'IJUtlysis 
of contemporary· socicll<:, says 
the director, "'with some 
remedies." The author's third -
book, The Peter Pim, will be 
published soon, off erini, as tJie ' 
title suggests, a course of action 
for his ideas. -
: Dr. Gilbert· states, .. We are 
presenting his work for purposes 
of .enlightment ~nd 
entertainment."· It is obvious 
from her enthusiasm ·that the 
cast is having fun-and indeed, 
the show is complete with some 
slap-stick bits interjected. Dr. 
Gilbert _ explains, .. It's maferial 
that's easy to let your 
imagination run away with 
you." 
Since Dr. Peter is a 
,self-proclaimed founder of a new 
science the study of 
hierarchies, designer Jerry 
Dellasala has come up with a set 
representing. basic hierarchal 
structure. The readers, operating 
actually as part of the audience, 
symbolize various occupational 
roles or statuses. ••The_ cu~gs 
th-un-ders -
'. Those ·hriiihitluii bis· messa,t 
are: · Peter Andrea.. • Cathy -
Crockett, ' ~y Edrriso, "Robin 
Fllher,. Mart: Pietce and Barbara 
·Ti-unz, with i--cainep,appemnce 
.by stage manager _Tony Menola.-
Acting as, assistant, to the 
. · director . is · :Kathy · Slack, a 
sopbomote. speech· major; The 
"institutional-lighting'~ ~ being 
handled by Dellasala and Jolin 
TJSSot~ The presentation. will be 
in the1 Arena· Theatre Oct. 
• 29-Jil~. 2 at 8: 15. I . • • - • 
. Dr. Gilbert ,believes that The 
Peler ~iple-Prescriptfon has a 
••serio-comic · :thrust. It lias 
serious' thin,:; to say but makes 
its points humourously.". The 
acceptance- and application of its 
~ aDS\YCIS are left up . to the 
audience, and the director warns· 
each . .member that he should -
.. come prepared to see himself. 
There is a description of 
everybody somewhere and if 
you don't see yourself, you're 
.bound to -see som~dy you 
know." 
back 
· By The Free~rt Organization strongest while ·the keyboards 9f John Evans still 
being the. group's: weakest point. , However, the' 
band is still-.v~iy qght whether they are b~king 
Ian or_off on an. exte,ded solo. Probably th~ best· 
song is an Anderson solo-effort called ••skatin__g on . 
the Thin Ice of a New Day". Consisting of just 
acoustic._guitar, flute and his voice, it is very 
reminiscent ·of the opening bars of Thick Ill a 
After an absence of over a year due to unjustified 
criticism of· Passion Play, Jethro Tull has 
re-emerged with a new album that is very close to 
phenomenal. Abandoning the. concept of .the 
single song, total concept album, War Child is a 
return to the format· of Aqualung, a concept 
album composed of eight to ten very strong 
tracks. 
The brainchild of Ian Anderson,.w,ho wrote all of 
the songs, War Child- is his vision of war and its 
surrounding facets. The lyrics. are strong and clear 
. and convey Anderson's concepts extremely well. 
Lyrically, the album is not as obscure as either 
Passion Play or Thick As A Brick; while the music 
shows 'a movement back towards· rock from the'· 
jazz t~al: Tull had started to explore. The album 
also shows the return of the use of orchestration 
to augment the instruments Tull uses. 
The musicianship of Jethro Tull continues to be 
very strong; the saxophones and. flutes of 
Anderson and guitar of Martin Barre being 
Brick, or Aqualung. " 
Lyrically, the album conveys many of the facets 
of a war; tJie fighting, the innocent vie~'!, the 
.. hurt (both mental and physical), th~ y.rhores, and 
religion. He reminds the listener that·wars ate not 
just men fighting men for so:rne land, but rather 
societies fighting societies. over both ideals and 
land. · · -~ . 
For· Tull. fans this album is. another must addition 
while persons unfamiliar with Tull should 
familiarize themselves first, or ·e1se b'uy Thick As 
A Brick. To the critics who foresaw the demise of 
'Ian Anderson and Co. after Passion Play, it should 
be apparent that with;Wu Child, the~ have 
redeemed themselves. Jetlno Tull is far from dead. 
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·mildly .. ci~us,ng 
,, 
By Darryln Searle 
Heirtbieak Kid is a mildly ~using,though not 
outstan~film with some relevant comm~nts !o 
make on ·marriage, and the people that _go into 1t. 
Charles Grodin is the heartbreak kid who winds 
up chea~ on his wife after five _less ~ b~ful 
days · of marriage. His pattner m~ came IS the 
striking but spoiled rotten Kelly Corcoran, played 
by Cybil Shepherd. ~he is -from ~ very ~fluent 
family from Minneapolis and comes out with cute 
remarks fife "I'm _ very flattered" when Grodin 
gives up $6,000,.his car; and Iast,as well as least, 
his wife. -- . · 
The sad commentary this movie makes is that 
so many people who.are complete ·strangers find 
themselves married to each _ othe~ for the 
proverbial 'rest of their lives'. One-wonders how 
th~ h~b~ kid, Lenny Ca:4tro,.never notice bis 
. · wue's repulsive way qf sloppmg a double egg salad 
sanclwich all over her face. How coulahe overlook 
her goawing,away on a wad of gum? She also~~ 
an annoyitq{habit of making her pooi:_ bu~by give 
out ·'bulletins -in the - beat of passion as to 
whether he's enjoying himself. It's understandable 
why Lenny wants to take of! after five days; Lil.a 
really is a pig. in tvery possible way. ~ she can t 
get her way she shrinks .upJler snout and playfully 
snorts "I married a· grouch". But, it's even more 
tragic to watch him make the·same ~e with a 
pretti~. -~ealthier, yet m~ connmng _an~ 
insin"1'C veision of Lila - that is, the all Amen~ 
·spoiled. brat, Kelly. She is symbolic of the_ 
daugbtets of America who have daddy - no matter 
how·stubbom or forceful he thinks ~e is - wrapped 
· By Steve Swartz 
Fmally there · is a film for people who can 
· app,;eciate ime furniture. ~ef Brooks', The Twelve 
'CbaiR the olissing link.J>etween The Producers 
and Bbzina Sacldl~is a movie that combines the 
diverne- elements of farce, social satire, pathos, and 
a few good eating ·scenes, but what ~e Twelve 
· Cbaits is really- about is the overwhelmmg greed of 
people for material thin~. · 
_ The plot of the film revo\ves around the se~h 
for· a 'chair stuffed with diamonds and ~~11:5 
(we're talking- rubies, cookie!!). The scene _is 
around their little finger. And as soon as they're. 
old enough, they go out and ·imd another "daddy" 
who will give them anything their precious little 
rotten-to-th&core hearts-cf~. 
Another.commentary the movie-made was that 
the pnly time Lenny was considerate to Lila was 
when he was cheating on her. He·lied thf'Ougb his 
teeth to he1, but he did try to be thoughtful and 
even brought her out to · the "nicest seafood 
restaurant in Miami." It seems so sad, at least to 
this reviewer, that"he can only be pleasant to her 
when he's having an affair with someone else. 
-Ai'- any rate, there · were a lot of· humorous 
moments throughout the film. Among the most 
memorable were when Grodin gives a ten minute 
· dissertation on the value of "honest food" and 
when he. confronts Kelly's father. The funniest 
scene was when be tries to tell Ula that their 
marriage is over and she thinks he's Jelling her .he's 
dying. 
The film also iu.s tbe advantage <iagoro<:at: it 
was Grodin's vehicle to (reasonable) stardom.'; And 
I .believe it was also a landmark in Cybil's career -
her first movie that wasn't ditected by current 
boyfriend Peter BogdBJ)ovich. Jeannie Berlin 
rivaled Madeline Kahn (of Paper Moon and What's 
. Up Doc? fame) for her portrayal of the nauseating 
' Lila. Berlin, for those· who are trivia fans, is the 
daughter of Elaine May, the director of Heartbreak 
Kid. Resembling her mother, she plays a character 
similar to the one her mother-played in A New 
Leaf. Cybil'_s father is perfectfy played by Eddie 
Albert. His interpretation of the coting father who 
guards "his baby" like a bull-dog is probably the 
continued on page 13 
'>f visual and verbal schtick; however, Twelve 
Chairs is not as . boisterous in its hilarity as The 
Producers~. nor __,_._as cynamatically licentious , as 
Blazing Saddles. . 
.ITH,FU«s 
By S~m Milgrim 
In the last 40 years there have prob~ly been 
more film westerns made than any other type of 
film. AJmost . all of them include basically the 
same characters since they all draw on the same 
western legends. The drunk "Doc", the tough 
sheriff, the -Kid (fill in what ever name you want, 
in -tins itlm it's Ringo), have all become part of the 
American west through film. Even the American 
Indian is almost always portrayed as the 
blood-thitsty -(Apache, Navajo, Soux). 
So, what makes one western different from the 
next? Well, in almost all cases it is the direction; 
and Stagecoach is directed as only John Ford 
could direct it. True, the story is not very 
different from many other westerns, nor is the 
acting exceptional (John Wayne plays the Ringo 
Kid, Andy . Devine is Buck, John Carradine is 
Hatfield and Thomas Mitchell is Doc Boone), but 
the directing is. 
Ford took what could have been a standard 
western and made it into a moving painting. The 
film is in black and white, yet the colors show 
through as if it was exactly that - a beautiful 
'portrait of the west. The colors change in front of 
you just as if Ford was still wielding the brush. 
Stagecoach will be presented one time only, 
Thursday at 9:30 in TI02. 
In the past ten years, some of th~ most notable 
film writers, directors and produ1.ers have come 
out of France. Francois Truffaut is one of them, 
but, one who can certainly not be overlooked. 
fruffaut first came into the view of many 
Americans in the late· l 950's with his filmic 
collectors' item, The 400 Blows. What makes T.11e 
400 Blows such a classic is not that it is a French 
film, but a film of the world. 
It is the story of a boy and his trials and 
tribulations while growing up. Wh;it makes this 
film succeed where, so many others have failed, is 
the simple fact that for perhaps the first time a 
fJ.!m of this type is loo~d at through the boy's 
point of view. It is easy to identify with the boy 
(Jean Pierre Leaud) and his rebellion against being 
punished by adults, schoolteachers, and the like. 
Perhaps that is what makes The 400 Blows so 
good. Jt could be viewed as a trip back to our own 
childhoods. The 400 Blows will be presented on 
Friday, Saturday, and Sunday 7 and 9:30 in TI02 
for S.75. _ 
Coming up at the lthaflicks the Halloween 
Film Festival on Nov. I at 9:00-... ; so bring a 
-blanket and pillow and get ready for a good time. 
This year the films are: Alfred Hitchcock's 
Notorious, The Raven, Charade, and The White 
Zombie. They will be in the Union cafeteria and 
they are FREE! Also coming up at the lthaflicks 
::m Nov. 2 and 3, The Day of the Jackal. But more 
on these, and others, next week. 
, Russia· J 927, 10 years after ~e Bolsh~ 
R~olution. Supposedly eve~g m the USSR ~ 
the- property ·of the State. There are, howevi:r, 
'surprisillgly a large number of people still 
-interested in'· tumi]!g a fast kopeck. Jn scenes 
reJDimscent of Carl Reiner's Mad, Mad World, 
three Dien chase across two continents in search of 
Ron-Moody, Frank Langella, an'd D.om Delomse 
,are all very _good as_ the three unwise med'in search 
of Gold. Mel Brooks. is good in a comic, if 
somewhat incongrous part. (He plays a drunken 
servant of the old realm with his characteristic lack 
of good taste, and pr~eliction for . the weird.) 
Brook$ tried for something different in.this fil.p1, 
something that he left behind in Blazing Saddl~. 
The motivation.behind people's grotesq\le actions 
is__examinel here, (B.S. was wild and funny_ but 
JDostlY silly); even though_ the laughs JJJe not as 
pronounced • as his other films,. a,n4_ the §cltiriC 
aspects are ·not given tnC!f proper due. I applaud 
Mers· good intentions. (I wonder if he gives a damn 
what I thinle.) The. TwelYe Chairs is· playing' today through 
Tuesday. al,ong ·with 'fl!e Producers. at the Temple 
/~"UNOl'E.lN IMPORTS 
GJWM.·IN ST}'J./~· COLDClrJ:') 
the loot. · . · _ 
Along the way ~el Brooks finds room for alot Theater. - · 
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Yes, Ithaca, th~re 
Cinema departnient 
• IS a 
By Fred Raker -
. In--the past, there have been numerous articles , 
written about Ithaca College's Television and 
Radio Department. However, nothing ,has ever 
been mentioned (as far as I know) concerning the 
college's Cinema Department. All things -being 
equal, let that statement rest in peace· as we 
venture into the mysterious world of cellulose 
acitate. 
A,relatively "new" addition to the School of 
Communications, the Cinema Department has 
· been doing some mighty fine work. With the aid of 
encouraging faculty members, students have 
produced a collection of films certainly worthy of 
professional status. Of course, there are many 
talented still photographers in the department who 
deserve much credit. But in the past year, the 
student filmmakers have produced two 
documentaries; with another one·fo the making. 
The more recent of the two is Classroom Cops, 
completed last semester. Lt is a thirty-minute 
documentary based on two courses taught in the 
Elmira sc;hool district. Tile courses are "Individual 
Freedom and The Law" and "Criminalistics". 
Both courses arc taug!lt by police officers and are 
S'-1pplemented by the schools teachers., 
Thc .. film produced through a film documentary 
course taught by Dr. Peter Klinge, was written and 
directed by senior Cinema major, Peter Rolfe. 
Rolfe, an English major in his freshman year, has 
gone just about the full route in film producing; 
from editing to formulating the budget. 
Commenting on the work that has been done at 
LC., he said, "The quality of student films here 
has always been good: It's a youngdepartment; the 
films should he constantly improving.,. 
The two faculty members who played major 
roles in the success of the film (and the other 
films) were Dr. Peter Klinge and Mr. Skip Landen. 
Dr. Klinge, was producer and faculty advisor while 
Mr. Landen, a professor in the department, was 
responsible for meeting with the prospective 
clients and for securing a contract with them. 
.~ccording to Rolfe, "They've both been a great 
help to us." 
Classroom Cops is currently being distributed 
across the U.S. It is also.a part of the Cine Festival; 
a world wide festival that views student films and, 
if accepting them, sends the flicks on to other 
festivals. Al the pn."Sent time, Classroom Cops has 
made it through the first cul. Director/Writer 
Rolfe is very optimistic. "I think the film will 
make it through all the phases of the festival." The 
film was photographed by student Jonathan 
Morris,. 
The other documentary completed last year, 
was The ·100 Year Flood. The film, produced and 
directed by Dick Smith and Chris Sheldon (both 
Cinema majors), is about the disastrous floods that 
monopolized Elmira and vicinity. 
According to advisor Klinge, "At the outset, all 
lhe clients w:rnteJ us to do was edit the 8mm film 
::'' ~ _; 
"0. W." Rolfe 
Cameraman QiCk smith 
/ 
/ 
they had a.lu:ady shot ... We talked them into doing 
an original." 'file documentary is quite exciting 
and is currently on hand at the Steel Memorial 
Library in Elmira: 
Presently, Pater Rolfe (Director/Writer), Dick 
Smith (Cameraman), "Ho Jo" Jones (Soundman), 
Roger R_eid (Second cameraman) arid Scott 
M~lnick (Grip), along with faculty advisor Klinge, 
are heading tbe film crew· for another 
documentary. Production has already begun on 
,.,the making of Officer Friendly; a full day of 
shooting has taken place. This new cmematic 
vent~re was brought about. once again by the 
talented .. film salesman",- Mr. Skip Landen. The 
group is working together in ~nnection with the 
Film and Photo Workshop. 
The movie documenfs the Officer Friendly 
·program (at' all the schools in Elmira). It was 
designed· with the intention of. making kids aware 
of safety and their role as citizens in the 
community., The cast includes 75 to 100 
eleme~tary kids, 3 police officers, 3 deputy 
sheriffs and the local pareats. ..The first day of 
shooting went well," -reflected Rolfe ... The film 
.should be completed by the end of this semester." 
Rolfe is excited about the new film, as are the , 
. others involved. ..It's really interesting because 
we're doing different thin~ this time. For one 
scene, w_e'U be shooting in the sound studio. Sets 
will be ·built and we're also using actors who will 
be following a script." · 
The films crews have been made up of Cinema 
and TV-R majors. There is a lot of cooperation 
between both departments. They've got a good 
rapport, which makes 'life much easier for, all 
· concerned. · 
All the films that have been produced were 
done in very realistic settings (as is the Officer 
Friendly project). There were clients to contend 
with, who had to approve the script, and a budget 
to follow (or at least attempt to follow). The 
filmmakers were in a "real world" situation -
something we all must face one time or another.::. 
and handled themselves admirably. 
There are ways of viewing your peers' work; Dr. 
!,ee McConkey (cliairman of the Cinema 
Department) conducts «film-ins" in the Crossroads 
periodically. The film-ins~ present all student 
productions; dates, times, etc., will be posted 
around campus. Also, films from I.C. students and 
local filmmakers can be seen on the television 
program "Freeze Frame", shown every two weeks 
on ICTV. 
The Cinema Department bas contact with soine 
· of the leaders of the film industry. These. most 
prestigious people have been (i.e., Jack Valenti, 
head of the Motion Picture Association and Fred 
Goldberg, St. VP at United Artists) and will be 
appearing here at I.C. ' _ 
The entire student film experience is summed 
up appropriately by Peter Rolfe, who says, 
"Student films-getting involved-with-the scripts', 
budgets, post-production,.etc.-are a great and vital 
stepping stone for future filmmakers." 
..... 
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ff_eartbrealc Kid 
. · .. conrlnued from page 11 
- best pefformance in the movie. His wife, playe~ by -
Audra. Lindly (B'ernie's mother in '_'Bridget Loves 
-. Bernie") was al,so very convincing, although she 
· had a relatively small part. And for those who. love 
the humor. of the baby-faced Art Metrano, he's 
brieflr shown in a nightclub act •. 
One thing that's very amusing (if you allow 
yourself to forget how real it is) is to notice what 
goes on at the wedding(s). There's a lot of business 
talk, drinking, and scores of checks being shoved 
into the groom's hands. There's plenty of tears and 
there's dancing to the recurrent ironic the1'1e of 
"Close to You". Although the viewer laughs, he 
· realizes how tragic the situation really is when the 
camera comes in on Lenny sitting all alone during 
the second wedding reception humming to 
himself. He's in for more heartbreaks than he 
knows. Why didn't he listen to himself when l!e, 
angered by Cybil's insensitivity, yelled, "I am a 
schmuck!" Maybe if --he listened, he could have 
saved himself. 
Heartb;;af'icid is playing on a double bill with 
t~e mystery Eleven Harrow House at the Cinema 
Theatre. 
MENU 
' I 
~HURSDAY,OCT0BER24 
l. Hamburger or Beef Patty on Bun 
2. Tuna Noodle Casserole 
3. Cottage Cheese and Gelatin Fruit Plate 
4. Hoagles 
DINNER 
• 1. Breaded Veal Cutlet with Mushroom Sauce 
2. Spaghetti with Meatballs and Sauce 
. 3. ov·en Broiled _Fish 
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 25 
LUNCH 
1, Turkey or T~na Burger 
2. Old Fashioned Beef P;e 
3. Assorted Cold Meat Sandwiches 
4. Cold Plate 
DINNER 
1. Roast Pork - Bread Dressing, Gravy, Cranberry Sauce 
2. Hot Meatball Sub 
3. Turkey Chow Mein 
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 26 
LUNCH 
1. Hot Dog on Bun with Baked Beans 
2. Spanish Macaroni 
3. Ham Sandwich or Cold Plate 
4 .. Scrambled Eggs 
DINNER 
1. Roast Beef 
2. ShrlmP"os 
3. Big Macs 
4. Halibut Steak or·stuffed.Flllet of Sole 
SUNDAY, OCTO~ER 27 
BRUNCH 
Scrambled Eggs 
Pancakes 
Sausage 
Beef Hash 
Cheese Trays 
Meat Trays 
Lettuce - Tomatoes 
Bagels 
Lox and Cream Cheese , 
Sony. p111Jlisll•s 
-·,111tl•nt 111«1 
A comprehensive music 
publication .for. students and 
'other interested members of the 
Ithaca College - c.pmmunity, 
SOUND: the .. SONY Student 
Guide to Music, is being 
distributed it Egbert Union by 
the IC Alumni Association on 
Wednesday and Thursday of this 
we.ek. 
The magazine features a 
10-page article, "Growing Up on 
American Pie, A History of 
.Ro ck", which covers the 
evolution of rock from Elvis to 
Dylan to the· ·Beatles, Rolling 
Stones, and artists of '74. Other 
articles offer an in-depth look at 
the big business industries of 
rock and record production. It 
also presents introductions to 
ja;z, blues, classical and country 
m}lsic; a directory to 120 
current music personalities; and 
a guide for the selection and 
buying of stereo components. 
OINNE~ 
1. Chicken ··B-B-Qued and Baked 
2. Beef Stew 
3. Spanish Omelet or French Toast 
MON DAV, OCTOBER 28 
LUNCH 
1. Sloppy Joe Sandwich 
2. Turkey Pot Pl!r -
3, Julienne Salad 13owl 
4. Ham and Swiss on Rye 
DINNER 
1. Baked Ham 
2. Lasagna 
3. Swedish Meatball5 
TUESDAV,OCTOBER29 
LUNCH 
1. Bar-B-Q,Pork 
i. Macaroni and Cheese 
3. Corned Beef 
4. Seasonal Fruit Plate 
DINNER 
1. Baked Meatloaf 
2. Batter Fried Fish 
3. Pancake Supper with Saus~ge 
WEDNESDAY,OCT0BER30 
LUi".'CH. 
1. Grilled Reuben 
2. Baked Spaghetti 
3. Egg Burgers 
4. Cold Plates 
DINNER - OCTOBERFEST 
1. Saurbraten 
2. Knockwurst and Sauerkraut 
3. Chicken 
:Jh~J~1~~~\9~,), .. ,,lf\ 
- . . ·-- . 
TERRA-CE COUNCIL' AND 
THE TERRACE R.A. 's 
PRESENT: 
A HALLOWEEN 
PARTY FEST! 
FREE MUNCHIES!!!! MUSIC by "THE MAX" 
admission- $1.00 "'.ithout costume 
.75 with costume 
BEER-.25 or 5 for$ I .00 CIDER TOO! 
FRIDAY, NOV. I at 9:00 PM in Terrace Cafeteria 
., 
7HE tNS/AJ(lRE HEUO .. 
, ... , Tin 
........... 
:Z33 Elmira Rd 
ITHACA ST-UDE~T s· ERVIC-ES PRESENTS_ 
' ' ,-... ,. ..... 
tist· 
$1/.98 
-5.98 
6-.98-
,:,::,:;<,,~:,-~;- ,wtsr TlifER-,B,SEMENT 
- _.,· " , r ., •••• , ·1 ,., ,•.,, ,,., 
Ours 
$J-.25-
J.11/, 
1/,.25 
/;87-
,' 
around the campus 
DRAW A PRIZE 
Dear Skeezi,,lllob,Robln.and conn, 
What 11 Ah gonna do If you all 
split on me 7 
VKF 
Dear Kenny Holcomb, 
Two yean ago this week was The 
Last Time Around. Isn't . that 
amazing 7 
An old staff member and new editor 
.. 
I 
Help I'm being held prisoner In the 
Ithacan Office 
RL-D, · 
Slue, 
In this week of weird letters and 
new frHhman year Februan,1 (figure 
that one out), when I start 
cleanlng,then you'll know. 
ISAGTVMR 
I' 
To: Martha Muckface, tn• Other 
Hatt, Waul, Damon and t~e Con- . 
nlver, 
There Just aren't thli words-,He~ 
PY flnt, my friend. And !lere•s to 
many, many rnorel ' · 
f.a;, 
' \ . 
Dear Irate Mernber of tne Edlt(!rlal 
I had my ·de-lousing shot today. 
Don't wake me up at six. 
Klum'p~r 
Dear Dad, 
How's even,thlng In Wuhlngton 
D,C.? 
Lloyd Ecker to Perform, --
Love, 
Vann 
1 n the crossroads,9:00 P.M,,thls 
Saturday night , 
Be there 
I 
November is the deadline to enter the Bookstores' first annuaJ. 
coloring contest. To enter, color in their advertisement from last 
\1/eek's Ithacan and return it to the Bookstore. Extra copies of that 
ad arc available at the Bookstore, or at The Ithacan office. The 
winners will win prizes such as; a self-buttering popcorn popper, a 
yogurt maker, Snoopy figurines, pens, and markers. The winners 
will be announced in The Ithacan November 13. ' 
GENF AN PENS CRAFTY BOOK 
Herb Genfan and his wife, Lyn Taetzsch Genfan have 
co-authored a recently published book on How to Start, Your Own 
Craft Business. Genfan is an assistant professor in the division of 
business administration at Ithaca College. This is the second book 
his wife has co-authored. The book is available in the I.C. 
Bookstore. 
Dear John, 
"Now you'r• one of the faceless 
people behind the lthacan's 
edlt~rlals.Congratulatlons. 
The Editor 
Dear Steve 
I shall be arriving any day now. 
~ crosswo~t"~ 
PUMPKIN Pl 
Pi Theta Nu is- sponsoring a pumpkin sale through Halloween to 
benefit their activities fund. You may choose your·own pumpkin 
from the second floor lounge ·or Terrace 4A during the day and in 
the evening. A selection will be on sale during the dinner hours in· 
the Terrace Dining llall from Monday through Friday. If you aren't 
artistically inclined, ~nme of the pumpkins already have painted 
faL·es. Size and price range varies to accomodate all tastes and 
budgets. Stop in at any time and one of the brothers or sisters will 
he glad to help you. If you have any questions, call x744. 
Watch the malls, Since you don't 
I know anything about me I'll give 
you a few clues. I'm bigger than a 
breadbox,but alot more pliable. l!m 
warm and friendly although I come 
frorn a very cold place. 
Love, 
Your soon t~ be._frlend 
P.S. I'm also anxious to meet your-
roomate Jim, I un~entand that he Is 
almost a1 crazy as you are. By the 
way,1'11 be staying on Indefinitely, 
Dear Andy, 
I owe you one bologna 
sandwlch,please collect soon. 
Dear Kllmph, 
Lovo, 
522 W, Bufallo 
I think you're a louse for • 
quitting, 
An Irate member or the Editorial Board ~,-+--+--
-
~ ct~ SMOKE 8~ , 
set complete party sto,, o,, 
. magazin,s pa~,rs_ 
tobacco cigdrettes lighters 
1-24 w. state / 
Dear Bullet, Congratulations on 
making the Concert Band, 
Your Douche Bag Buddies 
Dear Mom, 
Happy Birthday. 
· · Your i..ovlng·son' 
_Dear Beeb; 
I want my money. The cop.killer 
,-
" _..!! 
·-1-
k, 
l\1cGEOR(;E SCHOOL OF LAW , 
) 
i 
: 
I 
I 
~3! 
-~ l I 
UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC 
SACRAMENTO CAMPUS 
April 15, 1975 is application deadline for 
fir~t-yc>c1r ~tudents seeking juris doctor 
degree in· 3-year Day or 4-year Evening 
program beginning in September 1975. 
PRE-LAW DISCUSSION FOR PROSPECTIVE LAW STUDENTS 
DATE: TIME: PLACE: 
OCTOBEH 2 k 197 ~ from 9am to I I .1111 Th(• Conit•ll-University Campus 
FOR APPOINTMENT 
OR FURTHER INFORMATION 
Conlm·I H.ive Cnllin{;!;s, Coorct'inalor, Prelaw 
Advisory ~1'it>lworl... Can~r Cr.nlcr, Comell 
lJnivt>rsil}·· 
Barry Katcher proudly p:resents: 
a very special evening with 
Jo/Jn Atcldughlin 
ACROSS 
1 Vulgar -1n language 
7 Lollipop 
13'Cure-a11 
14' Sang 'in a low soft 
voice. 
16.Sy means of nature 
181- Sfaipson(famous fashion house) 
~9 Ally Phoeni~ basket:.. 
ball player 
20 Killed 
21 Elevator cages 
22 Refers to 
24 Wild buffalo of 
India : 
25 overhead trains 
26 Jabs into 
28 Precious stone 
29 Acted as a 
detectfve 
31 City on the-~io 
Grande 
33 The Seven - · 
34 Fr. city destroyed 
in WII 
35 De_scriptive of this 
crossword puzzle 
·38 F .. fendly 
dnd the Mdlldvishnu Orchestra 
with Jean Luc Ponty and 
12 members of NY P:Kilharmo:nic_ 
len L_i9'1t Gym- ~ctobe~-- 2~-... 8p111 
- r :·· . 
.. 
tick.e.ts 4·.so ·,lc:k-ets on sale soon 
. ~-: 
-.. . . \, 
,.\ f o<-il'E1(1 no.,· 1,·rr11 nu:· -1i"JU.i.'.:1 n~t.l.EGI;' 111 1ur-ll · oif.co.,·(=n/1:,· 
. ~ ·, . . ~"'· ~ ' .. ~ ....... 
~ -, 
- y-~--~ '·, .J' 
··,t~ ~-~./ 
.. ·- ..... ,_ 
42-constenatfon 
43 Ttll Man's essential 
;tp}.) 
45 Bathroom (abbr.) 
46 Actresses Gfsh and 
Roth (for short} 
48 Prefix: four 
49 - Rays 
50 Not appropriate 
52 Acquired · 
53 Interwoven hair 
54 Indigenous wealth 
57 Loosely-wven ' 
cotton 
58 Med-i1111-sfzed sofas 
59 A writ of executfon 
60 Spuds (dfal.) 1 
DOWN 
1 ·"Felix Ungar" 1 . 
2 Opposf~ . .-
3 ~ out (para-
ctiutes) 
4 Land._11ieasure 
5 Zoltfac.sign 
6 Famous golfer 
7 ~tfonal dfspl~s 
8. Coffee•ker -
9· Small beds 
10 Australian tree-
dwe,ller 
11 Increase 1n size 
12- Ma1nta1ned one's 
brakes 
13 Warless-per1o_ds 
15 Electrical-energy 
, machine 
,17 Softened· th& Sbund 
"of . ' ; 
22·Ltve together 
1lh1g11ly 
23 Nabisco 6ncter.-
·- (Sp.) 
26 Prefix: wing . 
'l1 ChllkY -s1Ucates 
JO Exploit 
32.8"*" ktwt .• 
34 lli_,st hlte 111 gent . 
~~r:~~body 
nutd· 
·37_-0f tile:~ of~ 
.• , ........... 111 .· ··, ,,-,. .• . 
38 Perforaer . 
-39., ~ 41 •• ~fd ~ . .. '. 
'· ~~~r·, <~ ·_!( ' . : ~~\ ~..;< • .
; lf.,T ~~-~ .. ,.,· ._. 
-- -~ .. .'· -;._-; t... . ?-! ·:,~· ·, .. ' .. 
-.. · ·,. 4' '"Et· ~ •. '.'I"'+ ~:_...::t ,.,,: . 
; · - st~11r selii!'ol'all.ll( · ~ · · . 
·-~~-!'·~<~-~'\ ... ·: ~·:~,;~ ?~; ~.; ·.. . ~ 
. ' .:~,{~·;.,,_~~.;-.: ... -i ; ·:. J • ., .::.:~--,. 
},- .. ss·.~,cuc11GD-:: ~·t- ... ~ 
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· Dear Llvtng Vegetable, 
C~III -~· .: :1·· _,:,-->~s---.· S·: . I ·:::"R::aA ~y 1_s I ~eels:::::~ : . Thanks for all the help In French. 
• - · · :. ,: . . -. ·' ~:~:s
19 
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0
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· ·- mondres. · ..._ 
(continued from page 1 j Midnight Writer. 
. Dear Ithaca College, 
Serve in lieu··of each club and SIie cordially Invites a·II of you to 
organization having a vote- on - . .her gala Halloween Party,Thursday 
congress. This proposal will be nlg!t In her Terrace Lobby. 
voted on in two weeks. 
Chairperson Sharon Haas 
asked for the approval of two 
appointments she had made. 
-Congress approved the 
appointment of Bill Jaffee as 
Parlimentarian and Jay Fulham 
as Chairman for Academics. 
The report of the Budget 
Committee given _by Chairman 
Josh Leonard constituted a large 
part of· the. evening's activities: 
All the budgets that had been 
submitted were approved "with 
the exception of Brim Magazine , 
and Inter-Fraternity Council. 
·' These two were ·tabled until the 
next Congress meeting. Outing 
Club was referred to the games 
room budget. Congress approved 
the budget that had ·· been 
· established, using games -room 
funds--'so the equipment bought 
will be made available at other 
timeg:...for the use o(all students. · 
Governance· Chairman Paul 
Stern :presented the revised 
constitution for Congress' 
approval. It will be voted on at 
the next regular meeting in two -
weeks. 
During the Executive 
Committee report, Vice 
President -for Campus Affairs 
Cindy Miller brought up the 
subject of- atten·dence at 
Congress meetings. Congress 
members were reminded that 
they could have I_I.O more than 
two consecutive absences and a 
m'a·x i mum ,o'.f . t-hree 
non-consecutive ones. She also 
_ mentioned that a Congress rep 
could be removed from office by 
a · two thirds VQte- from his 
cor.stituency, on a referendum. 
Chairman of the Community 
1 Heaith and Safety Committee 
Same ·· Shmikler, asked for 
Congress' approval ·of his 
c.ommittee's two 
recommen,dations to go -to the 
Judicial administrators. The first 
was for revocation. of on-campus 
living privileges· for any student 
who pulls a- malicious fire alarm. 
The second was for 
mandatory ·identification of 
SASP members while on duty. It. 
was brought up by one rep that 
SAS~ members have to identify 
themselves on reque-st already._ 
Congress, by a large margin, did 
vote to ' approve, the first 
recommendation. Shmikler also 
mentioned that the Committee 
is in the p_rocess of doing a~_tudy 
on the loek problem on campus: 
· Ne.xt week. committee 
meetings will be held instead of 
~lie regular Congress, on Tuesday 
night1at 8:00 P·.M° .. 
A,NolD . 
. P/l/NT/Nfi 
COl:POHYl'H>·\ 
416 East State Street. 
Ithaca. N.Y. 148SO.-· .. 
FOU .If.I. }"Ul'U ·-·-
.PRIX-11.\"G .\E°J~'/Js 
··. '~ 
607-:}, i:},-°?St!IJ 
•• 
• 
•• 
•• 
......... 
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Dear Peggy, 
Even though you're Blrthday's 
over,we stlO had to send you a 
·classified. H.B.F .c, 
Love, 
• Your Three Roomates 
Dear World, 
I love you. 
A citizen 
·Joet-
Thank you for Just being you. 
- Always, 
LloM 
·Metal Sculpture 
the iren shop 
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· Cl.assifieds 
Dear Karen, 
Don't let your tests get you down. 
You know you'll pull through as 
usual. Take It easy. Good Luck! 
Gene and Jeremy-
Lo1'e, 
Fuzz 
Don't you miss all those balls in 
\he gutter?! 
Andi and Sue 
Chip- . 
So ya flnally got one!! 
us 
Oear Nancy and Ellen, 
We decided we owe you an 
evel\lng· out. We're not a,king - we're 
telling. Old Pori , !arbour, Sunday at 
9. 
oxo BIiiy and Alan 
Oear Billy and Alan you are so fair, 
With your brown locks and golden 
hair, 
Charming, witty, and clever·it's true 
But we've got more clau than both 
ol ?ou! 
xox 
Oear Vlcki-
r----------------, Hope your birthday turned out t_o 
be a good one. Enjoy this year and 
many more to come. 
Your Ithaca Fish and 
Chip~ Store features a 
1astc-1empt111g choice of 
udirnius golden :·11ed chicken 
Jnd ,ucculent tender fish 
w11h chips. Try ~ome of each 
al your Ithaca Fish and Chips 
\t(ire on Rowe 13 acrms 
r,om Punty Ice Cream. 
Dear John, 
Love, 
Futz 
Thanks so much for your 
hospitality and helping with the 
party Tuesday night. It's much 
appreciated. P.S. Vicki had a "gook" 
full-of fun. (I think that's the word 
you used). Thanks again. 
Robyn 
Dear Dan, 
Calm down • ,t will be alot more 
pleasurable that way. 
Love, 
13' 11_'._' 
---~---------------~---------------·---
MIStER DO•T 
~ The lest u11 
of Coffee 
in Town 
209 SOUTN MIANW 
_., tile VIU:AGI Gm• 
•• CO-UNIT1 (Ol.lH 
OPEN 6 00 a.m. ···11 :00 p.m. 7 DAYS 
·--------------------------------------· 
\ / 
Boothle, · 
Why do Use WNIII to ·11ow and th• 
wHkendl JO fat.. Wben,I am lonely 1 
think of farm• and you: 
Dearest Boothle, 
A very nappy 21st to you. I'm 
glad to be with you to celebrate. I 
hope to be with you for many,more. 
All my IOVI, 
Lanie 
Welcome pledges of Pl Theta Nu! 
Hope you enjoy yourselves! 
Love, 
Pl Theta Nu 
This Halloween Is Pl -Theta Nu 
Co•ed fraternity's annual Unicef 
collection. Members of Pi Theta Nu 
and representltlves of the other 
fraternities and sororities .will be 
collecting Halloween night, 
Wednesday, October'31St about 7:00 
P.M. Please feel free to donate 
generously to this cause. 
I thank you, 
my fraternity thanks you, 
and so do the children that 
you will be helping. 
If you have any questions, please call 
Vicki RDod, Se!'lllce Chairman of Pl 
Theta Nu, at x744, or 273-1804. 
ATTENTI ON·-Last chance to sign 
up for the RIT football game. Sign 
up in the Union lobby 011 Thursday 
and Friday afternoons. HELP 
SUPPORT THE WINNERS! 
Hello Renee, 
Give mY regards to Nirvana, It's 
been a whole two days since I've seen 
him. 
The Midnight Minstrel 
Hello Schmagage, 
How's the Tomorrow Show? Ke~p 
those horses running. 
The Near•bY Neighbor 
Dear A, Deb, ·Lu, oeeDee, Mad, 
carol, Meg, Steph, Girls on thrld 
floor SA, Terry, Lisa, Phyllis, and 
anyone else who I so rudely forgot, 
Thanks so much for comill'!I up 
Tuesday night, Hope you had fun. , 
Robyn 
65 Corvalr for sale • great condition, 
just inspected 32,000 miles, gets 
20+m.p.g., $400 or best offer , • 
contact Nancy or Jeff Susi, 
274-3262. Will sell on or before Nov. 
,. 1974. 
Luap and Ztlw'akreb -
lh! Evol, Vdnic 
,£ ..,,lt .. _ L\., ~· . 
.~ 
II s hopp i ng II j S 
Fun at 
Shalimar 
( 
' . 
·Well, Kroll'wi.n·honor 
I -
Jerry W~Us, a senior offensive 
tackle from Rochester, NY, and 
Chuck Kroll, a senior defensive 
oack from Scranton, Pa. have 
been named honorary game 
captains for this week's football 
game with the University of 
Bridgeport· at South Hill Field. 
The selections were made by . 
the Ithaca College coaching staff 
following 111st Saturday's 24-14 
win· over Wilkes College in 
Wilkes-Barre Pa. 
Also selected by the coaches 
was Dave _Remick, a senfor 
fullback from Utica, NY as the 
outstanding back of the wee.k. 
Junior defensive tackle Larry 
Czarnecki, .from Nanticooke,, 
Pa., was selected as the game's 
ou-tstandirtg lineman. 
The · best hit of the game 
award went to ·junior defensive 
end Harry Meshirer from 
Monsey., NY. Ed Allen, a senior 
offensive guard from Dundee, 
NY, was picked by the coaches 
as hustler of the week. Shawn 
Sullivan, a freshman kicker, was 
named specialist of the week. · 
Wells is the son of Mr. and 
,Mrs. John Wells of 130 
Thompson Road in' Roch1,ster, 
J-
Thank goodness no brain tumor! 
Ya·Da Oa! 
Ru 
Cln-
Much appreciation to my 
fireworks • I really rnean it. 
Your pal. 
FOUND· wristwatch left In 
Dillingham Center. Inquire with 
manager of WICB Radio 274-3216 or 
x216. 
FOUN 0-1 gold earring In vh;lnlty of 
Garden Apts. Call 277-3980. -
The I.e. field Hock!'Y Team, 
Good luck at the state tourney. 
Smashingly prove You"re number 1. 
We'll miss you seniors. 
Kielbasi 
(Polish sausage for you meatheads!) 
Eve- . 
and Kroll is the son of Mr. and 
Mrs. Joseph Kroll of· 41 72 
Market Street in Scranton. Both 
played an outstanding game in 
contributing to the Bomber's 
win over Wilkes. 
7 • 
Remick is the son of Mr. and 
Mrs. Wilson Remick of 5505 
Woodlawn Place in Utica. He ran 
for 126 yards in 22 carries 
during the Wilkes game. Dave is 
now, the second leading career 
rushing leader in I.C. ·history 
with 1682 yards. 
Sullivan, son of Mr. and Mrs. 
Henry· Sullivan of I 5 Mill in 
Agawam, Ma., punted five times 
Jor an 36.4 average, getting some 
of his kicks away under 
tremendous pressure, to keep 
Wilkes out of scoring position. 
Czarnecki, no stranger to the_ 
awards list, is the son of Mr. and 
Mrs. Raymond Czarnecki of 201 
Espy Street in Nantico_oke. 
Meshirer, who has filled in 
capably for the injured Jim 
Szczerba, is the son ·of Mr. ·and 
Mrs. Jean Meshirer of.79 Hillside. 
Avenu·e in Monsey. Alle'n is the 
son of Mr. ' and Mrs. Robert 
Allen of R.D. 2 in Dundee. 
Turkey-
MacDonald's here we come, 
Regardless 'Of what may happen, 
you're undefeated In my books. 
Dear America. 
Get a Chevrolet ! 
Love, 
_Pbrk Chop 
GMC 
Good luck in your game. See, you· 
do have a rooting section Its... ·· i,a,,,.~~~~~.;:. 
Klelbasl't-roommate 
BUY TRADE SELC!!! 
1\LW A/VD U~"LD FURNITURE 
C.i~h For Your Items' At. 
STATE STREET BARGAIN UOUSE 
516 West State Street 
Ithaca. N.:w York 14850 
It,"' 11,·. 11n111 \ 607-273-9602 
WltB Sll·lUTES 
, THE , 
/f/,(IC(I 
.. 6-0 
College 80111/Jers loot/Jt1/I tet1111 
Het/r 11,e remtti~ing tl,ree games on· __ ·w1t1 AM· & FM 
The home gt1mes _t/re /Jro11dct1st on .,WIC8.-FM 91 · 
The awt/y g6111es t1re /Jrot1dct11t on :w1c1.-,111· 61/ , t(I/J/e fm 10.6 
-- T/Je pre_gfl.me sl,o~s:llegin t1t-l:IS. 
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_ ·Local hock·ey begins SPORTS The local hockey season begins Sunday night, November 
3, when the Ithaca Stars take to 
the ice at Lynah Rink to open 
their second season of 
competition. The opponent will 
be ,the Gananoque, Ont. 
islanders, a top Canad.ian 
intermediate team. Game time is 
7:30 p.m. 
The Stars have booked a 
17-game schedule for . the. 
1974-1975 campaign, starting 
with the Gananoque contest 
November 3· and finishing up 
against Auburn ·on March l 5. 
The Stars are members of the 
fledgling New York State 
Hockey League, ·and league 
playoffs could extend the 
schedule into April. The other 
- charter members of the league 
are the Potsdam Pioneers, the 
Capper City Chiefs, who. play 
out of Rome, and the Auburn 
Cayugans. Ten of Ithaca's 
scheduled contests are league 
games. Of the seventeen games 
on the ·slate, ten will be played 
at home, including nine at 
Lynah Rink. Copper City and 
· Auburn visit three times each, 
Potsdam once, and. the 
re main mg three games are 
exhibitions with Gananoque, St. 
Catherine's, Ont. Hornets, and 
the Atlantic Flames of Boston. 
General manager Bob Tottey 
and player-coaches Pete Tufford 
and Bill Duthie formally opened 
training sessions on October 14. 
The team is expected to have a 
strong collegiate representation·, 
including at least two form~r 
'all-Americans. Roger Dennis, the 
number one netminder from last 
year; is last.season'.s lone ho~e 
game, an ·8-4 victory over the 
Lindsay, Ont. Jets, and came 
through with some clutch 
-.,•- -- ., 
goaltending in other games. 
Ithaca. College product Fred 
Cammon is another possibility in 
goal. Defense will be the Dave 
• Peyman, who played for 
Cornell's 1971-72 - freshman 
team under coach ,Tufford, is a 
top defensive prospect. 
Community Support 
General manager Tottey says 
of his club's development, "We 
should have a pretty good idea 
by game time November 3 what 
kind of team we have. We ~ve a 
solid nucleus of returning 
players and some talented 
newcomers. We plan to play a 
fast-skating, hard- hitting, 
exciting brand of hockey. We've 
gotten tremendous support from 
the Jocal community, and we 
hope they will continue to 
support us throughout the 
season." · 
Nt1rtwick downs IC· looters 
By Dave Rives 
Steve Jameson made it 2-o· on a 
penalty shot. The half ended 
with the score still 2-0. 
Led by forward Bob- Hartwic.k broke it open 
·lsaacson's two goafperformanc5, within the first five minutes of 
tough Hartwick College downed the second half. Halfback Randy 
· the Ithaca College Boaters 5-0 Escobar hit the right side of the 
Tuesday afternoon on Allen net at 3:45, and Isaacson 
Field: The win, Hartwick's most followed one minute- later with 
productive of the season, raised his second goal, a shot into the 
their record to 4-2-2 after a upper left-hand corner of the 
· rather slow start. Ithaca dropped net. Things stayed relatively 
to 5-2-2. quiet until 39:06 left in the half, 
Hartwick, one of the best· when Jameson drilled in 
·soccer teams in . the nation, Hartwick's fifth and final tally. 
scored first at 18:48 in the first It was a long afternoon for 
half on Isaacson's first goal. The Coach Wilfred McCormack's 
shot deflected off of on Bomber hooters, as they · were outshot 
they had. The Bombers did 
come close to getting \ on· the 
board in the final minutes of 
play, but just couldn't push the 
ball past Hartwick's goalie 
Van Eron, who made \4 saves for 
the afternoon. One bright spot 
for the Bombers was the 
goaltending of Jeff Cogshell, 
who finished the afternoon with 
16 saves. 
The Bombers must now 
concentrate on their final four 
games. 
"We ~re hoping for a 
post-season tour-nament 
appearance," commented coach 
McCormack, "But we will need 
defender, and into the IC net. At 21-4 in the one-sided victory, 
Despite the potential 40:10 in the half, Warrior goalie although they gave it everything 
defensive problems, .the Stars ,---------------------------------------""' 
(continued on page I 8) 
will be aole to put the puck in 
the net. Tufford, an 
all-American at Cornell where he 
was their third-highest career 
scorer, and Pat Wright, Vermont 
all-American, lead a high quality 
crew of forwards which also 
includes Allan Maccormack, 
captain of last year's St. 
Lawrence team, who scored 37_ 
points in 28 'ECAC games. Al 
Stewart, Doug Marrett and Mike 
McGuire add depth and talent to 
the forward lines. 
Tickets for·· the opener are 
priced at $ 2, for adults and $1 
for children under 12, and can 
be purchased in advance at The 
-Dugout, Maryer's, and 
Freeman's Sporting Goods. 
NIIPPY BIRTNDIIY 
CINNIIMON BEIIRl 
LOVE, 
BIITMIIN 
SENIOR 4800 ,HOURS PARTY - .. 
FREE BEER 50c MIXED DRINKS 
MUSIC BY 
WEEKEND 
-FREE FOR ·s&N.IORS ·.wlTH SENIOR STICKERS 
, $2 ALL OTHERS , 
• - I . ' 
Stickers availabl•· at the--Office of Campus Activ,itiea 
. ·.-\ .,,.-,, '·!' 
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Bombers tromp over· 
. -,, ;, • "· :' c···• .. :: .,i.~.· ; Jj,jfif/'gjjlf ft . • 
,:Wilkes ~Ollege· .::vs IC· -.. 
By Rives 
Th_e Bomber Express 
continued to roll last Saturday, 
as it rallied from a 14-7 half-time 
deficit and scored 17 
unanswered points in the second 
half, to beat Wilkes· College 
24-14. The I.C. win, before a 
huge Wilkes parents weekend 
crowd, dropped the Colonels to 
3-2., while the Bombers are still 
atop the ECAC Division 111 
standings with a perfect 6-0 
mark . 
.. This was a big win for us," 
commented Coach Jim 
Butterfield, "Things are going to 
get /extremely tough now with 
both Bridgeport and C.W.Post 
right next to each other on our 
WORLD-
CAMPUS 
AFLOAT 
-You'll ·sail· in F~bruary; · 
with -the ship your class-
f"_i; .._t'-'.®.JJ.J, ·a,id•.,tlJe~,WQF(d·.}'Olf.C:, 
campus ... combining ac-
credited studies with fasci-
nating visits to the fabled .... 
ports of the Orient, Africa, 
.. and · the Americas. -Over 
10,000 students from 450 · 
colleges·nave already sailed 
with WCA-:;_ join them! Fi· 
nancial aid available. Write 
today for free catalog. 
WCA, Chapman College 
Box F, Orange, CA 92666 
remaining schedule. We just have TD pass to his end, Bill Jforan in, returned it to their 39 and then Undefeated Ithaca College 
to take one .,game at a time. At- the end zone to complete the went to _!,'Ork. Runni~~ backs mee_ts ' the ioughest' football 
least we've made it pastWilkeS.:' drive. Pave Remick'and Bill Carney ate opponent it has faced this season 
Bomber signal caller_ Jerry The B"ombers looked up 54.,.- of the 61 y~ds the as Bridgeport visits' So\lth Hill ' 
Boyes passed 22 yards to Split somewhat lethargic until Borqbers_ needed to cover in - Fi'eld Saturday, Tiie kickoff is 
End Bill Bryant for the Ithacan's defensive back Tony Marks three plays. Remick, who is set for 1 :30 P.M. 
first tally, midway into the woke them up with a fumble I.C.'s second all-time leading.; Bridgeport brings a 4-2 
second quarter, after the recovery on the I.C. 36,..to stall a rusher with 1,682 y:i.rds b~oke to record into Satuday's contest ' __ 
Colonels had taken a 7-0 first Wilkes drive. I.C. took advantage the .autside_fe>_r a 32. yard run in including ·wins over AIC 14-13, 
period -advantage. He found of that break for their equalizing that- series. Carney finally took Central Conn., 37-24, Wagne_r 
Tight En-d J.B. Little in the end score, driving 64 yards in eight the ball in for the touchdown on 35-J9 and .C~>rtJand 41-5.,._ The --
zone with a 50 yard aerial in the plays. The capper was a 22 yard an eight yard run to the come..- Purple_ Kitjghts ohl:,: losses have 
fourth quarter to put the game Boyes to Bryant pass. Markowick converted. He later been to powerful West _Chester 
on ice. Markowick , tied the score -at added __ his 32 yard field. goal, 3,4;0 and to Nortbeastem· 19-:18. 
Boyes had a good day, seven with 8:05 left in_ the half. which turned out to be all that Undefeated Ithaca· College, , 
completing 6 of 14 pa'Sses for - 6-0 this year, hopes to· win its 
I 22 d H. TD 1.C. needed._ fi • B 'd rt yar s. 1s two passes Minute to go · ~p_th teams played .tough 1rst game agamst n gepo 
gave him a total of 11 on the ./ defense the rest of the way. But since s<;oring a 15-6 ·victory in 
season, just two off the record lt would have stayed that Ithaca did manage to pull off 1970. Last year the Bombers 
total of any I.C. quarterback. way, but with a minute to go, a one more- thriller before· the lost a 20-16 heartbreaker . at 
Bob Ryan, 1957-59, and Larry towering Wilkes. punt put I.C.'s game ended, when Boyes threw Bridgeport. Ithaca leads the 
Karas, 1960-62, share the old , offense deep in the hale. Boyes a 50 yard TD bomb to the Tight series with Bridgeport 9-6, that. 
record of I 3. went for broke to his top End Little. The scoringplay put was·start'ed in 1948. --· 
Comeback 
The Bomber's other scoring 
came on an' eight-3/ard run by 
halfback Bill Carney in the 
opening minutes of the second 
half, and a 32-yard Bud 
Markowick field goal later in the 
third period. Markowick, who 
has set all kinds of kicking 
records here at I.C. this fall, had 
yet to boot a three .. pointer. He 
had a perfect opportunity in the 
first quarter, but although his 22 
yard attempt just minutes into 
the game was good, an illegal 
proce~ure ca,11 on the lthacans 
nullified the boot. 
The Bombers, who have 
gained· '2,843 yards in total 
offense this--- year, and have 
scored 35 touchdowns, will have 
their· work cut out for them this 
Saturday on South · Hill Field . 
when they face the tough·· 
Bridgeport .Purple Knights. The 
Knights have a record of 4-2, 
including ii 41-5 thumping of 
_<,;ort/.an~ -~t;itt 1_:h~jr,_oply losses 
·weie~to '·powerful' West Chester 
and North Eastern. 
Ithaca's- six th win in as many 
games didn't.came easily at first. 
Wilkes.kept the· Bombers out of 
the end zone- unti! midway into 
the second period. Markowick's 
field goal try was the closest I.C. 
came, but on the following Wikes 
offensive series, Colonel signal 
caller Gregg Snyder stunned-the 
- Bomber defense with a 16 yard 
receivers to try to get l.C. a ·1.c. up by ~O and gave them a 
!~ir:k r~:l~~'. ~~::!~~:~:~~:<!:;: , litt~ei:;~ b~~~~~~: r~~:~f his 
picked off and run back t.9 the best rushing days of the season 
seven. Two plays later, Snyder thus far, with 126 yards in 22 
tossed a five yarder to Baron in carries. He now leads the _team fo 
the end zone, to give Wilkes a -
surprising 14-7 half-time lead. the rushing department witn596 
· The Bombers had decided yards in 103 attempts. 
that -they had had - enough of 
that nonsense, ·and came out fire 
up in the second half. They 
received the Wilkes "kick-off and 
The Purple Knights have a 
well balanced offensive attack 
featuring the strong running of 
Nick ·Giaquinto, the passing of 
quarterback 'Mitch Sand_ers, and 
the pass - receiving of Carmine 
Bove. -
Giaquinto leads the Purple 
Knights in rushing this season 
with 494 yards in 80 carries 
including seven touchdowns. 
Sanders has completed 27 of 43 
passes for · 324 yards and six 
touchdowns. Bove has caught 14 
passes for 277. yards and three 
scores. 
Bridgeport was a 9-2 football 
team one year ago and reached 
the NCAA College Division III , 
semi-finals losing to· Juniata 
35-14. . 
Ithaca College is off to its, 
best start since . ·.the 1965 
Bombers compiled a 8-0 record 
for,- the Co.llege's only 
undefeated season. 
- - \. 
{continued from page ~ 7) 
·to win our last-'four games to 
have a solid shot at a bid." 
RPI. will · be one of these 
teams, · and the:y will be tougl{,-
. --especially since ~-'-the Ithacans -· 
· have to face them on_ enemy 
ground in Troy, The Engineers 
have lost ·only once this season· 
and are tied with .St. Lawrence 
Saturday's Soccer game with St.Lawrence ended in a tie for first place in the ICAC 
· standin~. le is Qne point out in 
for the IC B~oters. St. Lawrence is now tied for first place · third place. The Bombers have 
in the ICAC standings. 
OLL~GE.TOWN'S 
COM:P-LETE 
·BOOTERY 
ITHACA BOWL -
t 24 LANES-- 1 I 
SNACK -BAR 
--::-
· one home - date left, against 
Oswego. The ·next game will be 
up i_n Rochest~r ne~t Wednes.~g 
against · RIT, a team- they 
defeated easily last year. 
Muhammad Al Sager and 
Rich Dumont currently lead the . 
Ithacans in scoring, with eight 
. - points apiec;e. Al Sager has five · 
goals, -md three a,,sists, while 
Domont: leads -the- teani in goals-
score" !'ith -six_ -He ·.also has twp 
i 
1 
r r -
J.. 
I 
I 
' 
I 
! 
,........,. 
1 
! 
fRYE-book_flewn•d· 
.... ,unl..iJlll(d __ . 
. lleea 111i81 ._ .. I 863 -
."liefRYE 
. . . . Fon-AM-. -· ~· ;, - . . ·~I 
. , . .4Dt~ST.,,. .. -
-. 
!'RO.SI/OP 
CUSTOM DRILLING 371 Elllllra Road. ltllKa, Naw Voll! , ... tll1)m.ia2 
-assists. Coaeh McCormack cited 
Dave· Kleinfell,fer : for .bis 
ex~llenl_play against Hartwick. , 
Kleinfelder broke up" a num~r 
of :Warrior _offensiv& _dtives. ·_ --_ 
.. 
···~.~·:hsllil/Jdlt Season 
. ·6"ets under Wf!Y 
Pre-season basket,ball practice 
bas started at Ithaca College and 
head coach Darryl Lehnus is 
o~tmlisli~ abo~t the chances of 
has Bombers improving :last 
year•s 8-18 record and gaining a 
winning season. -
.. We . will 'have a much 
sti:onger . inside game this 
season," Lehnus ~id ... Our ball 
handling and overall play at 
guard will also be , much 
improved_••. 
Two veterans who took · a 
year offSrom ,basketball return 
this season and· are expected to 
give the Bombers a boost. 
Center ,John McCarthy a 
senior (6'6, Watertown, NY) was 
one of the top LC. scorers two 
years ago with a 12.2 points per 
game average. He is capable of -
_ the rugged . inside play the 
Bombers missed last season. 
Strengthening 
. Senior guard Jim Doherty 
(6'1, · West Palm Beach, FL) 
averaged~ points per game t~o 
years ago and he should 
strengthen the Bombers with 
two years of varsity experi~nce. 
The Bombers' graduation 
losses were light. One of the 
departed graduates, however, 
was"lastyear'sileading ~orer, Bill 
Folkins, with a 14.4 points per 
game average. 
Lehnus starting his second 
year as head basketball coach at 
1.C., has several . vet~rans from 
last year's varsity team and some 
top members up from the junior 
varsity to form a strong nucleus 
to build a winner . 
Forwards Charlie ,_Johnson 
(6'2, Sr., Ithaca, NY) had 8.3 
points per game·last season; Greg 
Allen (6'3, Jr., Horseheads, NY) 
9.5 points; Bruce Jones (6'3, 
So., Teaneck, NJ) 10.8- 9oints 
and Jerry Boyes (6'2, Jr., 
Interlaken, JIIY.) ..9 . .points. Jim 
-Duell_ (6'3, So., Schenectady, 
NY) also played some varsity 
ball last .year. _ 
Veteran guards back are Tom 
Rohn (6'2, Jr., Manhasset, NY) 
5.3 points and up from the 
J.V.'s Jo_hn K'ennedy (6'3, Jr., 
Cranston, RO, Dave Pitzed6'1, 
So.; Ithaca; ?IIY,), and Jim Nolan 
(6'0, ·so., Geneseo, NY).)unior 
Dave Fi~cb 'is a _j'1mior college 
transfer expected to help at 
guard. 
- . Lehn us is ex tre~ely 
,enthusiastic about a strong 
group . of f"reshmen playeis who 
will likciy start with the junior 
varsity ~ut some may work tip 
to the varsity 'later in the sea,110n: 
••we · have the··- best frosh 
group-I have ever worked with in 
five years of college coaching," 
Lehnus said. 
~ freshmen 
: 
The Bombers new freshmen 
group includes two rotenlially 
o'iifstanding centem in . Keith 
Willis (6'8 1/2, Rumford, ME) 
and Henry_ Moss (6'8 1/2, 
Summit. NJ). New faces at 
forward include Pete ·Terbuska 
(6'4. Rochester, -NY), ana' at 
guard are Joe Silva- (S'IO, 
Brooklyn, NY), Dave ·eorn 
(Bu.rlington, MA), Dave 
Summerville (6·t, Trumansburg) 
and Van Schaffer (5'10, 
Schenectady, NY). Mike 
Malnicki (6'2) is a transfer who 
is expected to help at forward. 
Lehnus feels the Bombers 
have plenty_ of talent and have 
enough experience to build a 
winner. The l.C. coach feels the 
key to the year will be how 
quickly the Bombers can blend 
together to form a strong unit. 
The freshmen are not likely 
· to see varsity action unless they 
will be able to see a great deal of 
playing time. 
. Tlie Ithacans'must play well 
at the start of tlle year to get off 
to a winning start and build a 
winning__ season according to 
Lebnus. 
.. If we can win a few games in 
December I feel we. can build a 
winning campaign," Lehnus said. 
· "We are confident that we can 
be a winner." 
· The schedule: Dec. . 2, at· 
Colgate; 4, Hobart, 6 and 7 at 
Genesee Tournament~ 9, at 
Oneonta; 11, LeMoyne; 13 and 
14 at Elmira Tournament; Jan. 
1.§, Elmira, 18, Clarkson; 20, at 
Hamilton; 22, .Alfred; 28, at 
Cortland; 31, at RPI; Feb. 1, at 
Albany, 4, at Hartwick; 12, RIT; 
15, Hartwick; 17, Cortland; 20, 
Rochester; 22, St. Lawrence; 25, 
Utica; is; Oswego; March 1, at 
Alfred; 3, at Binghamton. 
, Crew~,team 
'" . .:. .· .. 
competes-. 
- By f'eter Rocock 
, Last Sunday the I.C. Crew 
travelled to MaristCollege on the 
Hudson River to compete in the 
1974 Poughkeepsie Regatta. 
Among the schools racing that 
-day were Cornell, Syracuse, 
Columbia, Ithaca !Uld the host 
school>farist College. 
The · first race of the day 
resulted in the I.C. Varsity 
Lightweight boat edging ahead 
of a tenacious Marist entry by 
one-second over thJ three mile 
course. The I.C. J.V .. boat,"' 
plagued by rough waters/pulled 
within three boat lengths of 
Marist to secure s~cond place in 
their race. 
The main event of the day was 
the Elite Eight race featuring 
the ·Varsity Heavyweight squads 
· of Columbia, Cornell, Marist, 
Syracuse and Ithaca. High wind~ . 
delayed the start of the race 
with boats faili~ to . get their 
proper ·heading down the 
course. After a hurried start, 
I . C. found itself leading the 
Columbia crew by a boat length. 
With almost two miles down, 
the I.C. oarsmen moved on the 
Marist boat and put open water 
between them and the Marist 
club. During the last mile, LC. 
challenged Syracuse's second 
place position by pulling within 
a half a boat length before 
crossing the finish line. The 
result .left Ithaca in third place 
with Cornell first, · Syracuse 
seond, Marist fourth- and 
Co~umbia last. 
The final event of the day was 
the Freshman race between 
Ithaca and Marist. Strong winds 
and rough waters made the 
rowing tough, but the I.C. frosh 
wer~ determined. The results of 
the race showed an experienced 
Marist crew beating the l.C. 
Frosh by only three boat 
lengths. 
ATTENTION ALL WRESTLERS:· 
There will be a meeting of all 
wrestling candidates on Monday, 
Oct. 28 at 3: 30 in the wrestling 
room with Coach Greene. 
'"' . • I ' • ~ f 
, .. 
IC Crew. Team in action 
BOMBERS ON TV 
~~~ 
Visit our new fall furniture collection_ 
_ 'This Satqrday October 26 the Ithaca Colle~e football Bombers go . 
after their seventh straiglit victory at Allen "Field. The Ithaca Col,lege 
televisioD-:-"ew-.. led by producer Stan Brzeziclwi arid director John 
Green ~ be there to cover all the action. Saturday's game marks 
ICTV's .fourth. broad1:ast of the season. The pme will be .rebroadcast 
-on-cable channel seven at 7:30 E.M. on $_aturday. Game description 
-and analysis will be handled by Nick Nickson and'Ray'Haberle.· 
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